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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 PUBLIC MEETING -- BUDGET SESSION

4
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

5 Commissioner's Conference Room
1717 H Street, N.We

8 Washington, D. C.

-

Wednesday, July 22, 19817

8 The Commission met, pursuant to recess, at 2:15
o' clock p.m.

9
BEFOREa .

10
NUNZIO PALLADINO, Chairman of the Commission

11 VICTOR GILINSKY, Commissioner
PETER A. BRADFORD, Commissioner

12 JOHN F. AHEARNE, Commissic 't

13 ALSO PRESENT:

14 SAMUEL J. CHILK, Secretary
LEONARD BICKWIT, General Counsel

15 LEN BARRY, Comptroller'

WILLI AH DIRCKS, Executive Directo r for Operations
16 K. CORNELL

DENNY ROSS
17 ROBERT MINOGUE

JOHN DAVIS
18 DENNIS RATHBUN

VICTOR STELLO
;
'

19 LLOYD D3NNELLY
JESS FnNCHER

! 20 DARRELL EISENHUT -

.

| 21
.

.

22

23

24

25

.
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1 P R 0 C=E_I_2_1_E_S_E

| 2 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Will the meeting please come ;

( ~
3 to order.;

4 This session is a continuation of our earlier

|
5 discussions on the budget for the NRC. We were in the

6 middle of questioning yesterday aft 3rr. con, focusing for tne

7 soment on Inspection and Enforcement. I think we had

|
8 covered the questions of our other Commissioners, but

9 Commissioner Ahearne had not had a chance to ask his ,

| 10 questions. So as we proceed, we'll begin with him.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: First, Vic, would it be
|

| 12 possible to get a table of the workload and the number of
!

13 region- based inspectors? I think I already asked one of
f

14 your assistants for that,,

15 MR. STELLO4 Yes, and I don't have copies, but
,

! 18 I'll send it down.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Thank you. I would if

f

j 18 possible like to get it before v6 get to the markup on
,

19 tha t.

20 MR4 STELLO I'll leave you a copy.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How many state liaison

22 officers are included in the '83 ICE budget?

23 MR. STELLO: I believe the number now is a total

24 of fiv3.

25 CDMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you essentially by '83

ALDERSON REPORDNo COMPANY. INC.
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1 would have a liaison officer in each region?

2 HR. STELLO We do now and they are now going to

( 3 be part of our budget.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: They used to be in State

5 Crograms.

6 MR. STELLO4 That'is correct. And they will be

7 carried in our budget from here on in.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In '81 you assumed some

: 9 licensing review work as part nf the licensing recovery
!

.

10 program.

11 MR. STELLO That is correct.

i 12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How much of that kind of
i

13 work will you be doing in '82 and how much in '83?

i 14 HR. STELLO I don't know in terms of man-years.

15 The discussion we are having is to pick up 500 action items
'

|
' 16 for operating reactors. How much of that will be an

4

17 additional wor' .. oad for those years, I won't know until I

18 know what the items are. But our plan is to pick some of
,

19 those up.

20 I don't believe it will be a significant addition,'

21 beccuse I do believe we can pick those actions which we-

22 already have an involvement with, so that the extra effort
'

23 per action will be minimal.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE's What is the man-year effort24

25 that you are now devoting in '81 to these NRB licensing

;

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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'

I actions where work is transferred over?

2 ER. STELLO: I believe the number that we

3 presented in our projection was about three additional
i

4 man-years.

5 COMBISSIONER AHEARNE: In '81?

: 6 HR. STELLO: Yeah. N ot counting, for example, the

7 duty officer issue, which is an unsettled issue."

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, in '82 -- are the '82

9 and '83 numbers you're talking about really the same

10 magnitude?

11 MR. STELLO: My expectation is there will be
j

12 clearly an increase with these actions. I don't know how
,

13 auch over and above those. Those three staff years ought to

14 carry into the next budget year until we finish up those'

15 action items.
.

16 He's telling me we forecast six for '82. But

17 again I'm reminding you that until we have the actions that

18 is uncertain.

19 COMEISSIONER AHEARNE: In the '83 budget?

20 MR. DONNELLY: None.'

21 MB. STELLO: Again with the caveat, we have not

22 worked the isstie, the 500 action items.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARJE: On the nondestructive
.

24. examination papers, you now will have such a van, how many

25 ICE people will you assigr to that or do you plan in the '83

.
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~

1 budget to assign to it?

2 MR. STELLO: One. In terms of positions, one.

e 3 There is some additional staff dollars that go with that,
(

4 obviously.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Have you reached the

6 conclusion' that it's better to have contractors use that van

7 than ICE people?

8 MR. STELLO: I would prefer ICE people. We have

9 some individuals that have an awf ul lot of expertise that we

to were on the fringes of getting when the freeze hit us and we

11 lost th em . We may have to, until we can get IEE people, use

12 a contractor to supplement. My preference is to rely on IEE

13 people with that particular expertise.

(
'

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So by the '83 budget, which

15 gives at least a year of recruiting. Is the '83 budget
,

16 predicated upon the assumption that ICE people will be using

17 the van or contractors will be using the van?
.

18 MR. STELLO: Our, aga1n, preference is we vill use
~

19 our people f or it. We have allowed some additional

- 20 d olla rs . And in '83, since we have had essentially no

21 experience with it yet, there could be some particular

22 special expertise which we want to hire to suprlement.

23 COMMISSIONEB AHEARNE: I'm not tryin. to get the

24 fine details, Vic.

25 MR. STELLO: The overall purpose in '83 is to have

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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'~' 1 it in essence run by ICE people.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That was my real concern.
.

c 3 MR. STELLOa Yes.
( s

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You have a program in which

5 you are going to do fice protection inspection, Appendix R

6 f' re protection, I believe. And as I understand it, you arei

7 going to do a one-time comprehensi to review f or compliance.

8 HR. STELLO: That is our desire, right.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 As opposed to the normal

10 audit check.

11 HR. STELL0s We will continue to do inspections.

12 But at some point when the fire protection reviews are

13 finished and equipment installed, at that point do a

14 comprehensive look at each of the f acilities.

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Which is a 100 percent

.

16 review, is that correct?

17 MR. STELLO: I hate to use that word "100

18 percent. " A comprehensive look which will be substantially
,

,

;,

19 in excess of the audits we do now.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This will be done using

21 contractor support?

22 MB. STELLO: Our desire is, because we expect it

23 to be a ';ery large peak kind of workload, to go out with

y contract work rather than increase staff for that specific

25 purpose.

ALDERSON REfoRTING COMPANY,INC,
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..

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Now, is this what you see
,1

|

2 as -- would this'be a precedent, then, for each time the |

3 Commission establishes a new rule that you would then do
,

4 this very comprehensive one-time scrub?

5 MR. STELL0s No, not for each new rule. For

6 clearly important, significant issues, such as fire

7 protection, such as emergency preparedness. In contrast, an

8 area where we did do it where there was no new rule passed,n

9 in health physics we went around and did a comprehensive

to look in the health physics area, which incidentally was

11 very, very good and very beneficial in helping us understand'

'

12 wha t we 've been doing right and wrong in th e past.
!

13 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you say a few words

14 about -- you have approximately a million dollar item for

15 bulletin contract support. As I understand it, you have a
.

16 backlog of the responses to your bulletins. Could you say a

17 few words about what size that backlog is and the context of

18 having you get contractors to review the responses, as'

,

19 opposed to having, say NRR, Research, or AEOD or somebody?'

'

20 NR. STELLO: For what we have in '83, it is more a

21 projection based on previous experience of chat bulletins

22 really mean to us. And let me put it, a very small effort

23 associated with analyzing the results of bulletins in terms

24 of feedback into both our own process and in the licensing

25 process.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 But let me suggest that that is a small issue.

2 The larger issue is based on previous experience, such as

( 3 the basaplate bulletin, the snubbers, the seismic issues

4 that hava come down. We have issued bulletins for which

5 there was a very large workload.

~

6 And it is in anticipation of those specialized

7 kinds of things that do happen to us that we want to

8 allocate and plan based on previous experience that '83 tha t

i

9 vill probably happen some more, so we are not stuck with

10 impacting the staf f on a large amount of reactive effort,

11 where we use all of our structural engineers or all of our

12 electrical engineers, relying on that kind of an effort to

13 help with the bulletin problem.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I gather that --

15 MR. STELLO: The language in our budget has got a

16 lot of general statements.
,

17 COMMISSIONER.AHEARNE: It sounds like you foresee

18 this would be probably a constant requireme,nt.

19 MR. STELLO: If you only look based on history and

20 you project to the future, it does appear to be a constant.

21 No, I can't tell you what they are because I really don't

22 know. But based on previous experience, we can expect and

23 project that '83 will have similar occurrences. And they

24 are very disruptive, I might add.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 And the argument for doing

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 this on contract rather than saying that that means a

2 requirement for increased staff is that the parti,cular areas

( 3 of knowledge that are needed vary from --

4 MR. STELLO: Bulletin to bulletin, yes.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You have an area in for

6 serial radiological surveys, I guess about th ree-quarters of

7 a million dollars. What exactly is that for?

8 ER. STELL0s The most recent example that pops

9 into mind is up at Stepan Chemical we had a problem where

10 radioactive --

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNF: It's just transfer funds to

12 DOE to run theirs?

13 MR. STELLO: Yes. It's a reactive kind of a thing

(
14 where we are looking for material around the site.

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: All right, I understand

16it.

17 NR. STELLO: An important part is, every single

18 plant before it goes into operation we do a complete area

19 map and do a background survey so we know what the

20 background radiation is prior to the plant going into

21 service, and then pe riodically we can go back and look at

22 any changes.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 Do you have the one-time
23

24 saf eguards review budgeted in '83?

25 MR. STELLO4 That is the same sort of thing I have

AJERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 been talking abeut for the bulletins and fire protection.

2 It is to pick up some of tose items.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The fire protection was, as

4 I understood it, we made a major change. We put on a major

5 new rule and so there are a number of new items that have to
6 be inspected against, and I can understand that one time.

*

7 The safeguards, I'm a little puzzled. What is

8 new? -

9 MR. STELLO: There are several new rules that are

10 f orecast for that time period in the safeguards area.
.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So this would not be a

12 question of whether licensees are in compliance with the ;

13 current rules. It is predicated on a new set of rules

14 coming out.
4

15 MR. STELLO: That is correct.
.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that if the new rules

17 don 't come out, then you wo uldn ' t need that. -

18 MR. STELLO: That is correct.
,

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In one of the backup tables

20 You provided the dollars for the nuclear data link. How
,

21 many people do you have allocated to that?

i 22 MR. STELL0s Three?

23 MR. DONNELLY: No, it was four. Two plus two for
,

24 a total of f our.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: A very small number?

.
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1 MR. STELLO4 Yes, sir.

2 And incidentally, you remember yesterday a remark

3 that we are looking to that source for some of these.

4 resources to help out this duty officer problem in the

5 seantine.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 I'm no t sure, I guess this

7 is probably more a question to the comptroller. ICE had

8 spent a lot of time working out the legislative proposal for ,

!,

9 additional funds to be allocated for the resident inspectors I

to and moves.to alleviate some of the difficulties that we

11 saw . You put focused a proposal, the Commission worked it

12 over and sent it on forward to the Executive Branch. There

13 were costs associa ted with that.

14 In whose budget would those costs normally show

15 up? Is that travel and movement?
.

18 MR. BARRY: That was basically administrative

17 suppor t budget.

18 00MMISS,IONER AHEARNE: Administrative support

19 budget. Has ICE requested those funds to be included in the

20 administrative support budget? Have you requested those

21 funds be put in the administrative support budget?

22 MR. STELLO: We have not had any discussion at all

23 on projecting the funds in the '83 budget that I am aware

24 o f . There was a paper thst came to the Commission with a

25 pro jection. We've had no discussion at all.

.
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess my question is, do
|

'

2 you still support that?
|

|
3 ER. STELLos Absolutely.

|
,

|
4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you would request that

|
!

5 they be included in the administrative support budget?

f 6 ER. STELLO: Yes.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is it possible to include

8 them in the administrative support budgert?

9 MR. BARRY: In what we costed out for a given

10 year, I have put about half that amount in in '83.
,

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you give me a little

12 paper which would show how much would have to be added, so

13 that when we get into markup I might want to raise that.

14 Those are all my questions.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Could I have a follow-up

16 question on the fire protection question. You said there

17 was going to be a comprehensive review', but then you said

18 you didn.'t go along with the 100 percent. What do you mean

19 by a comprehensive review? Are you going to try to get to

20 most of the plants or --

21 NR. STELLO Oh, no, we will go to all of the

22 plants. Exactly how much of the review we do and how much

a detail we go into will vary. I don't believe it is

24 possible, when one enters into the question of reviewing

25 every design calculation, every cable interaction that was

.
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1 done in the plant, that that :an be done 100 percent. That

2 will ' e at best an audit, lest the resources becomes

3 astronomical.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You are going to go to --
,

5 MB. STELLO: All plants.

6 CHAIRNAN PALLADINO: Is there a follow-up review

7 later or a periodic review?

8 ER. STELLO: Yes. Then we will revert to a'

'l rot tine inspection program for fire protection.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: May I pick up on a question

11 that I asked yestarday. I still am interested in it. When

12 Commissioner Ahearne was called to testify before, I guess

13 it was, Congressman Bev111's Committee and he was asked how

14 many people we had in licensing, and in order to set a true

16 representation of the number he came up with 180 people
,

16 shown in IE as being concerned with casework load.

17 This year when I look at the casework crossplot

18 here, it shows that ICE has only, depending on the year, 27

19 or 21 people on casework load. ALI I am still concerned
~

20 that if I have to go forward and answer a similar question I
i

21 will be caught with numbers like 21 to 27 rather than the
'

22 numbers like the 180 that you had in ICE.

23 And if I use those lower numbers, even though

24 we've made a great deal of effort to expand the NRR numbers,

25 it would look like the total number went down.

.
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1 MR. STELLO: Could I see the crosscut? There's'
,

2 got to be some disconnect.

r 3 CH AIRM AN P ALL ADINO: Here are the two dccuments
',

4 I'm looking at.

5 HR. DIRCKS: He picked up the emergency planning

'

6 f unction.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I'm not disagreeing with your

8 180. I don't want to get trapped in there pulling out a

9 document saying there's only 27.

10 hR. DIRCKS: I think we have to acdify that.

11 HR. STELL3: Let me explain to you. We have in

12 ICE a licensing function where we do licensing reviews in

13 the emergency preparedness area only. Then we do the

14 inspection and enf orcement for those plants that are in the

15 licensing process. That is where the 180 number comes from,
.

16 the total inspection effort.

17 This number is a number for the licensing activityi

i

18 only.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Licensing for which you

20 are directly responsible.

21 MR. STELLO Yes.

22 HR. DIRCKS: For every plant coming into
2

23 operation, he has to do preoperational inspection and sign

24 off on that plant before it goes to --

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I don't want to get

.

-
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1 caught in the trap of saying, last year you showed 180 and

*
2 --

(' 3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Where did you get that?

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 I gather it came from your

5 testimony.

6 MR. DIRCKSa We'll modify th a t.

! 7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Or at least provide some

8 document or some piece of paper, so that I have that hind of

9 crosscut so that we can respond to questions.

10 MR. DIRCKSs The 180 number.

I 11 MR. STELL0s The.180 number is the correct

I 12 number.

I 13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay. Any other questions in
!

14 this area?

15 (No response.)
.

16 Well, Bill, suppose we turn to research. And if

17 a y colleagues will allow, I thought I'd start out with a

18 couple of general questions on research.

19 Of pa rticular interest to me at the moment is

20 trying to see or get a feel for what research we need to do-

21 and what research we should be having others do. And I was

22 wondering if we might get some specific examples of how we

23 are relying on, for example, the Department of Energy's

24 research and development activities in lieu of spending NRC

25 funds for research.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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~, 1 Are there examples of resesrch being done on which !

2 we rely that is being done by DOE as opposed to spending our

3 own money?

4 HR. DIRLXSa I would like to try to find other

5 examples besides DOE right now. But I'll ask Bob. I don't

6 think we have a good record on DOE suppceting our research.

7 I think Bob might want to touch on other areas.

8 HR. HINOGUEa Let me talk separately, if I may,

9 about the LWR area, and then I may ask Denny Ross to talk

10 about the breeder program.
,

11 In the LWR area, beginning with the passage of

! 12 some legislation late last year, there has grown a

13 recognition between the two agencies, that's really being

14 implemented now that Mr. Brewer has been confirmed, that we

I
15 will work with DOE and through DOE with a number of the

16 industry groups to provide some basis for better
1

i 17 coordination of planning and research activities, so there's

18 no inadvertent duplication.

19 So it's not quite so much what you were talking

20 about, us getting them to do work that we might otherwise~

21 have done, as to be aware of what DOE is doing and what the

22 industry is doing under the umbrella of DOE, so that.we.

23 don 't duplicate, so that if we do have research work that

24 has common elements we could coordinate the program elements

25 in a way tha t future activities don ' t duplicate.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Are there examples of work"

2 where we have told them, we are relying on you for these

m -3 data? -

4 HR. MINOGUEa I was about to go to that. Specific

5 areas where there was a real shif t of thinking that DOE

6 should take the lead first is the commercialization of
7 improved instrumentation- and improved system concepts,

8 saf ety concepts, where we have had discussions in the

9 framework that we would rely on our efforts to flag

10 approaches that may make sense, but the assessment of those

11 approaches for prscticability in the commercial sector would

12 be done either by DOE or by DOE interf acing with and driving-

13 the industry.

(~
14 Another area that would relate to this area, the

! 15 area of evaluation of operational transients in a broader
,

16 f ramework than their saf ety significance. We've got a lot

17 of work on thet; psLuarily inputs with safety significance.

S context. There's the question of property _18 There's a un,

19 damage to the facilities, where the end result in terms of

20 factoring that into operator training would eventually be

I 21 combined .

22 We agreed that that would be an area where we

23 would rely o.. their broader program and make sure that

i 24 anything we did on operational transients would be

25 specifically f ocused on saf ety questions. Related to that
I

k
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1 is that we've had some discussions with them about the
-

2 possibility of building, I'll call it, a simulator. That is

<

3 not quite the right word. It'would be a big combination of-

4 computer and sof tware that would enable the study of

5 transients on a computer in a system that would enable you

6 initially to understand the transients better, and . events

7 and improved diagnostics and improved response.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that being f we by DOE?

- 9 ER. MIN 3GUE: That we are proposing that ther

10 would do, that we would be participants in that in some

( 11 var. At that point, of course, it gets into an arena where

12 they have to start asking for big bucks. And I'm not sure

13 how mucn of this would pan out. You know, they have tha

14 same budgetary constraints that everybody else does.

15 But these are areas that we have identified. I

16 think there 's been a significant improvement in the vorking

17 relationship between the two agencies in the last month,

18 certainly in the last week since the appointments h_ ave been

19 made and confirmed. And I am really looking that we will

20 h:va a good working relationship with them in some of these

21 areas, where we'll have a better coordination of programs.

22 ER. DIRCKS: But the short answer to your first

23 question is we have not had very much research work done for

24 us by DOE in the safety area.

25 CHAIRMAN PAllADINO: I was thinking particularly,
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# )) 1 looking ahead to the breeder. Here's a whole new area, a

2 whole new thrust, and we could take any one of a variety of

(' 3 pos tures . But one of then might be, to DOE, we tell DOE

4 Look, you get all the data you need for those plants; we're

S going to specifically need this, this and the other thing.

'6 Ard part of your development program, you ought to do

7 research in those areas.

8 Otherwise we are left with having to pick up the

9 pieces and that just adds to our budget. I'm concerned that

10 our budget is roughly about 50 percent on research and I

11 vant to make sure that we are cetting the most mileage out

12 of it.

r. . .
13 HR. DIRCKS: When we talked about the breeder

14 earlier, we had a big question mark and we gave a range, 10

15 to 20-something. Now, the low end is based on the hope that
-

_ .

16 DOE will do a considerable amount of work f or us. The high

"17 end is if they tell us, no, they can ' t.

18 Denny Ross, as Bob was pointing out, has been

19 involved with some meetings over there. I myself met with

20 Shelby Brewer. We have an agreement in principle, but-not

21 an agreement in f act. So I think it might be good if Denny

22 picked up.

23 MR. MINOGUE: I'd like to make a comment, if I

24 m a y , first. Because Bill is right, the LWR area we're

25 looking at, trying to turn something around where we have

.
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the problems of past actions by others. With the1 got

2 breeder we are starting with a clean sheet of paper.

' 3 I kind of object to Bill's term "research they do,

4 for us. " The rasaatch they will do will support their

5 application , support their technology. Denny has been

6 taking the lead on this interf ace, and basically what we are

7 thinking in terms of is that we vill establish clear

8 criteria as to what constitutes regulatory research, and

9 that would be things like research that would be developing

to methodologies of licensing review, research to provide some

11 basis for requirements, or research that would relate to an

12 audit structure, and not research to support the

(.,
13 applications.

14 What we intend to do is to lay out in heavy

15 concentration with the other NRC offices and work it

16 together with UOE to really lay out very specific
'

17 identifications of research requirements that would either

18 support breeder technology or Clinch River applications.

19 Whichever the moda is, we would expect them to do it, but

20 they are not doing our research for us. Th at '-s a term that

21 Bill used that I object to.

22 They 're doing their own research. It is we who

23 will not do their research for them, not the other way

( 24 around. Our mission is regulatory research.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is the thrust I was

.
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' ' , 1 trying to get across. And the question is to make sure we
.

2 do take advantage and we try to get a start on a better foot

3 with regard to the breeder.

4 Do you want Denny to make --

5 HR. ROSS Specifically where we are, va reached
,

6 agreement about a week ago with the two agencies to in
_

7 ef f ect open marketing sessions where both sides would be

8 represented as to who should do what and when. Our work

9 product would be a memorandum of understanding between the

*10 two agencies.

11 He think we need this because of the long-range

12 planning aspect. If we don't start now then the needed

13 research, and in particular if it involves big facilities,

14 it won' t be available in the 1990 time frame, when one

15 scenario shows the OL issuance for the first plant.

16 What we have to do in the next two months is to

17 agree on the criteria as to wha t the regula tory agency and

18 the development agency , so we could classify. We have a

19 list of a couple of dozen items that we think are specific

20 items that are useful for research, and we would test these

21 items against the criteria and try to reach an agreement in

22 principle, you do this and you do that.

23 These include things like primary system
,

24 integrity, large experiments on the degraded core,

25 containment response to sodium fires, sodium-concrete
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1 interaction, complex analytical tools for the core and-

2 primary system, natural circula tion heat removal, and some

/ 3 other items that could be more Clinch River specifically

| 4 related.

5 Now, in addition to DOE, the Clinch River project

6 would be a party at these meetings, because DOE keeps money

7 in several pockets, some called base, some called Clinch

3 River. So initially at least the Clinch River project will

9 participate.

f 10 Eventually we vill have to be more formal, more

11 separated, because we are in a licensing posture, and the

12 licensing office in NRR vould have a specific list of icens

13 tha t, pursuant to 51.35, that they would want to put in the

14 applica tion, perhaps even make it a condition of licensing.

I 15 These specific items I don't think will come about until the
,

16 NRR team has had a few months to become updated on what has

17 been provided in the last four years.
!
1

j 18 So we have a good -- oh, it is about a 75-page
;

i 19 draf t report that defines these two dozen issues, which DOE,

20 by the way, has already crit-iqued once. And it is a good

21 basis for discussion.

22 We would like to have this done by early to

23 mid-September. By then we vould like to have at least the

24 longer-range items listed. These I think would include the

25 more exotic s sodium fire studies, the scale model
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%
1 containment response studies, and improvements in the core

2 primary . system heat transport calculations that have to do

(~}
3 with things like sodium streaking or laminar sodium patterns

4 in the upper internals.

5 Once we can get the long-range stuff out of the

6 way, then I think we' can pick up the short-range.
,

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s I am heartened by the efforts

8 to get thi,s agreasent and I look forward to seeing what-

9 develops out of it. I think it can be beneficial to us and

10 make sure we get the kind of research we need from our

11 efforts and get DOE to do what it should be doing for its-

12 own eff orts.
.

13 MR. DIRCKS: We intend to have OMB party to these

14 negotia tions, too. I think the timing is important. As

15 Denny point,ed out, early September, because by that time our

16 budget will have arrived at OMB, and we hope to talk about

17 fiscal ' 83 in that context.
.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I move on to another

19 question . We spent a lot of money on some rather expensive

20 research programs and I was wondering, what examples do you

21 have showing how the results of some of this expensive NRC

22 research program, how those have been used in the regulatory

23 process?
f

24 Do we have a direct linkage or a direct enough

25 linkage so that we have some good examples of how that
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( 1 research has helped in the regulatory process, particularly

2 where we speni significant amounts of money?

3- _NR. MINOGUE: We have a lot of re:.atively small
,

4 examples in the sense of use of some of the codes that have

5 been developed and specific licensirq actions, picking up

6 some of the results of research in some of the standards and
_

7 guides and things of that type.<

8 In terms of a big splashy application of these

9 results for some major change in the requirements in some

10 industry, though, they really are none of those. let me use

11 LOFT as an example. The LOFT can really be seen as having

12 two objectivess One was to confirm the general conservatism
,

13 of the Appendix K models. Another one might be seen as

14 refining the understanding of the margins and levels where

15 yon could really begin to go back and make changes in

16 Appendix K.

17 The first of those objectives was achieved. The

18 se:ond has really not been achieved. So I don't think

19 there's any single thing that you can trot out.

20 If that question is raised by OMB, and I expect

21 it , I am sure they will raise it, what we will do is

22 basically to show them a long laundry list of specific

23 applications in individual licensing areas, because there

24 have been quite a few of those.s

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I am not as much interested
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well, I an interested, of course, in OMB. I have.my'
1 --

*

2 comment that I an also interested in our own efforts to

3 utilize our research f unding to support the regulatory

4 process as much as we can. And it might be a point that we

5 vant to focus on more clearly as we develop projects-

6 involving significant costs.

7 RR. DIBCKS: I think you put your finger on a

8 troublesome issue that has been persistent. I think what we

9 have planned to do over the past couple of years is to

10 formalize this process in a more stringent way.

11 Bob, you might want to talk about the research
%

12 inf or' ition letter, the tracking system, the tracking system

( .
13 at the HRR, the feedback you get from them. It is a fairly

14 new process and I don't think we have a int of results, big

15 results, as Bob mentioned. We have a series of small ones.
,

16 But the process itself might be informative.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY What is the sort of thing

18 you refer to as a small list?

19 MR. MINCGUE: A specific list, a lot of the codes

20 ve use are used by the licensing staff in dealing with

21 specific issues. Denny can give some other specific

22 exa mples.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It occurs to me the

24 requirements on environmental qualifications stem from

25 tes ts.
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Il 1 MR. MINOGUE: That comes from research. That's

2 what I would call one of my small areas. -

(' 3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Okay.

4 HR. ROSS4 I have a comment on one, going back one

5 organization. When I was in Licensing, the first year I saw

6 af ter TMI a lot of licensing activity in the area of the

7 small break LOCA and what was the right thing to do in

8 regulating both the man and machine, a tremendous amount of

9 research f acilities and analysis In particular Semi-Scale

10 and LOFT were virtually diverted 100 percent to this

11 activity, and only last December when I think the final LOFT

12 test was run on the small break LOCA was the licensing

13 solution considered dispositive, that is the primary coolant

*

14 pumps.

15 I think the fact that the NRC had these facilities

16 and these analysts available and put them to use shouldn't

17 gt ignored. It was very important. They weren't

18 particularly planned for it, but they were sure useful and

19 were used at the time.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We prenosed to continue LOFT

21 into 1983, and I asked the question earlier, why couldn 't we
.

22 cut it off sooner. Are the tests that are going to be

23 carried out on LOFT, are they related to specific regulatory

24 needs, or would we be saving some worthwhie money by phasing

25 out the LOFT sooner?
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1 In other words, are the tests coming up related to

2 the regulatory process?
A

3 MR. MINOGUE: Ihey are keyed to cpecific areas.

4 There's a residue of Appendix K questions that some of these

5 tests deal with, and the others deal largely with the use of

i 6 this integrated facility with a core in it -- it is a

7 nuclear reactor -- the use of it to check out some of the
8 issues of transients and small break 10CA's. So we are

P using this very unique facility during the remainder of its>

10 life to do tests to deal with some of these complex

i 11 transient issues that could nct be done anyplace else.

'
12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Will that be helpful or

i 13 useful in NRR?
a

14 MR. KINOGUE: It will be helpful. I want to make

15 it clear, we are dealing with this f rom the position of

16 people who have a f acility that is bought and paid for,

1
17 there it sets, and it has certain capabilities. Once it is

18 shut down, we won't have that device any mo re.
4

19 In developing this final set of tests it was very

i 20 defin..tcly a consideration of not, would it be worthwhile

21 building this facility from scratch to do these tests, but

22 are these tests of sufficient value to warrant maintaining

!
23 that facility on line to run them. And the considered

24 conclusion af ter a lot of scrubbing was that this final

25 group of relatively short list of tests did have that kind

!
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/]) 1 of value.
|

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa To put it another way, the
,

.,r ' 3 costs involved in running that program for a year are

4 comparable to the costs of running one of the other large

5 offices in the Commission, for example the NRR. It's a

6 little more, but roughly speaking it is the same order of
t

: 7 magnitude.

8 MR. MINOGUEs It is a very high-cost facility, and

9 I think that is really a generic problem, in the sanse that

10 in all of the planning of future activities we are cutting
,

11 all -- and you touched earlier on cooperative work fc e DOE.

12 But wa really should broaden that, because you.can think in

$ 13 terms of cooperative programs with industry and with other

14 governments.

15 I think we've built our last big facility. The
f
! 16 real big message of all of this is that an agency with a

17 relatively narrow regulatory mission should not become the

; 18 owner and operator of a complex facility. We should try to

19 define our needs in a way that we can piggyback into other

20 people's programs and get our needs met that way. That is

21 the way we're trying te operate in the future.

! 22 We've had very good success, good feedback from

.,

23 DOE, from the industry in this country and from other

1 24 countries. But we do have these residual facilities that go

i 25 back to an earlier era.

I

I
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1 CHAIRMLN PALLADIN0s But is the expenditure on

2 these tests, is that the effective way to use our money, or

3 would it be bet &.et if we used our money some other way

4 during this period?

5 MR. MINOGUE: In the considered judgment of the
,

,

6 staff, that was reviewed and in fact modified some by the

7 Commission, the answer to that is yes. The ACRS would not

8 agre: with that. There are other factions in one direction,

9 other f actions that would not agree in the other direction.
t

10 This is very much of a judgment call as to where you draw

11 the lino.

12 ' CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 Well, I'm trying to get a

! 13 feel, because if NRR were to say, well, they are very

14 marginally useful, I'd be inclined to say let's phase it out

15 sooner. If NRR or any other division says --
4

16 MR. MINOGUEa NRR supports this list. In fact,

17 that's what.we have on hand right now, is a very carefully

18 scrubbed list. It is less than the list tht the special.

:

19 review group proposed. So we've done a scrub even from the

20 special review group.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You mentioned the ACES and

i
22 that brings me to another question I have. What is your

23 getteral reaction to ACRS comments regarding the thrust and

24 scope of the research program? And I guess they come in
,

25 several dif ferent f orms.
I
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I\ 1 MR. MINOGUE 'That is the point I was going to

2 make first. There actually is a continuing dialogue between

75 3 us and the ACRS. So you've got a moving target. At any

4 given time there will be old recommendations tha t we've

5 incorporated or that may not have incorporated becausea

8 they just don't agraa, and there will be current

7 recommendations that v?.11 have come out right now.

8 I would say, though, when I did review the '83

9 budget with them just a few weeks ago, that I would

to characterize their judgment of the program as being one that

11 by and large would support the level of spending in.the

12 dif ferent broad areas. They do have some specific areas

13 where they should shif t emphasis somewhat that I think would

14 need further examination by staf f, but it d oesn 't affect the

15 overall level of f unding in terms of broad decision units.

18 For raample, they flagged in the last review

17 questions of the relctive emphasis between code development
(

i 18 and code application. In response to earlier feedback, we
j

19 had made a strong swing toward code application. We're now

20 get ting signals that say, hey, you overdid it, you went too

21 f ar, back of f a notch. We're talking here about the total

:
22 f unding being much the same, a shift in emphasis, changed

i

!
~

23 somewhat.

24 Ihey've got some concerns in another area that i
,

25 think are quite legitimate with the interface between the

,

'
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q 1 action evaluation work, which is pheno.enological work,

2 studying transients and studying f ue,1 behavior in the

3 various accident sequences and the risk assessment work.~-

4 They are saying in effect, how are these cross-playing

5 between each other and to what extent is the current work in
6 risk assessment b 'ng considered in evaluating the details

7 of the program.

8 They have some concerns with the SSMIP program,

9 which deals with the seismic safety ma.71n. But these are

10 te':hnicitl comments where we find their input extremely

11 valuable and that we expect to really work one in a way tha t

12 is mutually satisfactory.

13 The aress where I think there are significant

14 dif ferences are. first, in regard to LOFT, which we have

15 discusseds and then, at least as an organization, ther

16 clearly would at the current time, at the present time, put

17 more emphasis on use of cisk assessment more broadly in

18 assigning research priorities than we are prepared to do.

19 We just do not feel that the data basci would support such a-

20 non-qualitative or non-judgmental use of risk assessment.

21 I would say other than that what we are really

22 talking about is detailed issues that we would work out with

23 them. Those are two areas where they clearly have some

24 major problems.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I gather, then, you feel jou
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']
1 are coping with the ACRS comments and putting them to use,

'

2 as well as your judgment?. ,

r 3 HR. MINOGUE: I feel we got very good -- when they

4 give us advice on the technical content of programs, that

5 advice is almost always worth very serious consideration and

6 worth taking. We do-a very thorough job in reviewing it.

7 Occasionally when you get into these issues of .

8 broad value judgments among programs, there are f actors tha t

9 weigh on us that they don't deal with and they may not come

10 down with the same answers. The LOFT would be a perfect

11 example. I think both of us see a problem, like it's a very

12 high -- you've raised that -- a very high-cost facility, is

13 the data worth what it costs? The value judgment that comes

14 out of that is an area where we have a real difference.

15 But when you get into the specifics of the

16 program, I find their comments extremely worthwhile and we

17 generally follow their comments. I think you'd find that

18 they would say much the same. In fact I think they did says

19 that in a letter they just sent you.
$

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. I'll try one more question

21 and then I'll turn the questioning over to my colleagues.

22 What is the general thrust of the degraded core

23 rulemaking activities and the related research?

24 MB. MINOGUE: The main thrusts, there are three

,

25 major elements in the research program that tie into thats
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1 First is a program that is aimed at defining the whole range

2 of complex system transients that the plants will see. The

G emphasis there is fundamentally on developing codes'that one

4 would use as tools to define the transients.

5 The second stage is the conduct of a number of

6 experiments to provide a realistic basis for accident

7 assessment, where you would determine the behavior of fuel-

8 under those transients, both in terms of how the fuel

9 behaves in mitigation systems and in terms of what kind of

10 fission products are released, what form their in, how ther.

11 behave in the environment they see within the pressure

12 vessel, or they, may get out into the containment or outside

13 the containment.

14 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO: does that include the
i

15 experimental work on interaction?
.

16 MR. MINOGUE: Yes, that would also include work

17 with the core.

18 The last element in the program is the risk

19 assessment work. Where what I have just described in a

20 sense is developing a better data basis, the idea being then

21 with a better data base you would use your risk assessment

22 methodology to determine the probabilities and consequences

23 of accidents. This works particularly well against a safety

24 goal, obviously, and you use that as a basis for revising

25 the regulations.
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-(} 1 The bottom line of all of this would be a complete

2 restructuring of dealing -- the way the regulations deal

e- 3 with severe accidents, which I would define as accidents

4 involving any kind of fuel damage, from simple clad damage

5 clear through to cores.

6 CHAIRHAN PALlADINO: Do you feel we have an

7 adequate research program on items related to the degraded

8 core rulemaking?

9 HR. HINOGUE: I think the level of effort here is

10 adequate if two expectations prove out not to be faultys

11 one being that we can get a lot of the information on the

12 transients f rom the programs of others; second, that we

13 don 't require any new f acilities to do f uel damage work. I

14 expect both of those expectations to be met. Given that, I

15 think the program is adequate to develop a phenomenological
.

16 basis to develop risk assessment.

17 Without the phenomenological basis, the risk

18 assessment techniques can't handle the problem; the error

19 band is just too large.

20 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO: What kind of time frame are

21 we working on for this regulation?

22 MH. MINOGUE: The time frama for this regulation

23 -- there have been a number of target dates talked about --

24 I think is measured in years. We are talking about several

25 yea rs before any kind of regulation, at the earliest, might
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I~N 1 come before the Committee.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa What about proposed?
,

3 MR. MINOGUEs Even as a proposed rule.
(~

4 CRAIRMAN PALLADIN0s And research is geared on

5 that kind of timetable?

6 MR. MINOGUE They are on that kind of timetable

7 for the degraded core cooling rulemaking. And there's

8 another one that can 't wait that long, and that is the

9 development of a basis for revised siting criteria. But

10 that does not require the same level of solidity of the data

11 because you are not dealing with design changes, you're

12 dealing with a relatively simpler problem, which is the

13 demographic criteria for siting. And that rule change is on
(

14 a much tighter schedule. We are looking to get to the

15 Commission at the end of December on that, of this year,
.

18 vith every expectation of meeting it. That work is going-

17 well.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Thank you.

19 I'm going to turn over to Commissioner Gilinsky.

20 Do you want to follow up?

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa lou just tell me, how much

22 money are we spending, roughly, in support of this degraded

23 core rulemaking? Do you have that sort of information?

24 MR. MINOGUE: If you read it broadly, you'll

25 recognize it includes questions like the hydrogen issues and
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I' 1 some of the points that people have been wrestling withs

.
2 you're talking something in the range of $50 million or so.

3 00HNISSIONER GILINSKY: 15?I ~;

4 HR. MINOGUE: 50, 5-0.

5 COHHISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have a line item

8 somewhere in Research that says degraded core cooling?

7 HR. HINOGUE: No, we really don't. It actually is
%

8 the dominant program element. It shows up in three

9 decisions units. It is the LOCA and transient decision
10 unit, and accident evaluation, and the risk assessment

11 decision unit. It is not a single line item.

12 In fact, we have tried to back out a crosscut and

13 what you run into very quickly is the scope is so broad, a

14 lot ci the issues that have been. raised in the THI Lessons
15 Learned and a lot of the activity there, some of which Denny

18 referred to earlier, is in f act related to the rulemaking.

17 Let me turn it around a different way. A lot of

18 the phenomenological work you could justify on other bases

19 and you could read it very narrowly and say it is only a

20 very small part of our program, in that many of the

21 questions being addressed here arise in other contexts as

22 well.

23 COHHISSIONER GILINSKY I guess I didn't realize

24 there was that much money involved.

25 Le t me a sk you, to what extent -- we've talked
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/]
'I about this before, but to what extent does our contracting

,

2. process bias the selection of contractors toward the ,

p 3 national laboratories, and is there something we need to do

4 about that?

5 MB. MINOGUEa I think the nature of the problems

6 that we are dealing with -- there are two levels of bias.

7 I'd like to answer your question in two parts.

8 The problems we deal with typically are both very

9 broad, with many ramifications and require a lot of

10 specialized expertise or the existence of particular

11 f acilities or particular staffs. That tends to skew you

12 heavily toward the national labs. .

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But there you're talking

14 about choosing the national laboratories because they are

15 the best place to do a certain piece of work, which isn't
.

16 what I'm asking about.

17 MR. MINOGUE: That is why I wanted to answer the

18 question in two parts. There's a second part of this.

19 The staff by and large over the years has fcund it

20 easier to let a contract with a national lab. The

21 procedural steps are much simpler. And that tends,

22 particularly from the staff, level, tends to push people in

23 that direction. And you find both of these elements

24 present.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Easier because it is
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I'1 1 easier to get through a contracting process or easier

2 because you' don't have to be as formal in writing out what

~~ 3 it is you want to do?

4 MR. MINOGUE: Both. I hope I'm discussing
,

5 something that we can turn around. In the past there's been

6a tendency in dealing with national labs to have a rather

7 fuzzily defined project that you refine as you go forward,

8 the rationale being for this that it's research and in

9 research you learn and as you learn you change program

to objectives.

11 Ihere's some validity to that. If you go into the

12 contracting process, you've got to define up front in .

(,_
13 considerable detail what you want. That is the only route

14 with an BFP. And I think by and large the staff of the

15 agency has tended to f avor the mode where they go out in
.

18 very general terms and define the project as they go along.

17 I as trying to change that across the board

18 because I don't think we can af ford that luxury any more.

19 COMMISSIONER CILINSKY In other words, define

20 things more precisely even in the case of the labs?

21 MR. MINOGUE: And I think when then staff begins

22 to realize that the lab definition and the program

23 assumption are going to have to be done in a lot more

24 detail, they 'll recognize there 's not much difference

25 between going the nornal contracting route and going to a
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i
~ 1 lab, as you def) e the program up front anyway.

'

2 This is a hard thing'to turn around. I've got two

~ 3 major objectives since I took over this office. One was to
1

4 improve the interrelationship of the program offices, and I

5 think I've succeeded in that extremely well.

6 The other was to do this, what we're talking about

7 now, in a much more business way, and we're just beginning

8 to scratch the surf ace on that. That's going to take a lot

9 of tire to turn that around.

10 CONNISSIONER GILIMSKY: Are we getting the

11 performance from contracting of ficers that we should be

12 getting?

13 HR. MINOGUE: I wouldn 't want to criticize them.

14 They are an easy target, but it's an unfair target. If we

15 gave them really super program definitions, solidly tho ugh t

16 through RFP 's and they took us on as they take us now, I

17 would criticize them. But given the quality of what they're

18 get ting, I'm not going to criticize them.

19 BR. DIRCKSa But the problem is, and you have to

20 mee t it, Government contracting regulations are very

21 complex, overproceduralized , and there are a lot of 'acks

22 and balances in it, even small contracts. And if Bob worked

23 out the best writeup possible, we are still going to face a
.

24 longer route with contracts than we will going to government

25 labs. There's no way around it.
,

4
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1 And you know, we build in on our own a lot of"
'

2 procedures that take time. There are reviews by the
,

- 3 contract review board, the senior contract review board,
7'

4 there are reviews by the Commission over certain dollar

5 amounts.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: lie didn't do that

7 necessarily. Congress put some of that in.

8 MR. DIRCKSa Congress put some of that in. But

9 it's the commercial contract route that takes time. There's

10 no . easy solution to that one.

11 MR. CORNELL: Let me give you one example. DOE

12 contracts come down to the Commissian only if they're over a

13 million dollars. Commercial c) par. cts came down for

( ~
14 Commission approval if thuy 're ' 250. So what happens,

15 is, given a certain amount of time and sometimes if c's not

16long enough, the contracts will have to sit before the

17 Commiss o.. cefore they render a decision. That biases the

18 decision in favor of going to DOE labs just in that one

19 narrow piece.

20 I'm not saying it's overwhelming. But it's just

21 one example where our own internal procedures have biased

22 the system in favor of going to the DOE labs.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Kevin, do you know offhand

24 what the longest time is that a contract has ever sat before

25 the Commission? I'm not sure that's a really big thing.
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r''T 1 MR. CORNELL: Offhand, I recall one recently I had

2 to go back down, and it sat there for three ,or four months.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: To do what, bid theg'

4 contract?

5 MR. CORNELL:- Waiting for Commission approval.

6 And ultimately I think it ended up being killed.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I'd take that one off the

8 list, although that may b2 going toward the bias.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: There are some aspects on

10 this we can' t do anything about. There are some others

11 about which we can do something. And to the extent possible

12 we oughtn't to build in biases in the way contracts are

13 let . We ought to go to organizations best qualified to do

14 the work or do it at the most reasonable price.'

15 MR. MINOGUEa A good example is a lot of this
,

16 human f actors work, a lot of the control system

17 engineering . That is not so specifically nuclear.- You've'

[
18 got a much larger universe. Some of the qualification

4

19 testing issues would be another area where there's a lot of

20 expertise, not just in this business, and there are elements

21 in the program that lend themselves to going out more

22 broadly.
,

There are others -- frel damage work, it's almost23

24 pointless to talk about doing that anywhere other than in a

25 national lab or Battelle Columbus, which is sort of a
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(]) 1 quasi-na tional lab, because those are the people with the

facilities. And if you2 hot | cells and the investment in the,

rm 3 had to put that money out f or a new contract, you know,

4 you've got 20 years worth of accumulation of equipment that

5 rou wouldn't be able to take advantage of.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY True.

7 I'm going to raise just three small areas of

:

|
8 research which I don 't find in the programs and I want to

9 pay a little more attention. One we talked about the other
,

10 day is the health effects work'. Could we involve ourselves

11 a little more in the work of others? I wouldn't suggest

12 that we take the lead or even be a large participant.

13 MR. HIN'0GUE: Since our discussion I have talked
(-.

14 to Mr. Arsenault, and what we will do is both look at work
4

15 that we might do, although it would be relatively small

16 dollars -- it wouldn 't aff ect your. delibera tions here -- in

17 the way of some programs specifically in the
.

18 Nagasaki-Hiroshima data , and certainly in the context of

19 doing that look to the interf aces between ourselves and the

20 DOE and the Defense Nuclear Agency work in that area.
1

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me wefve got

i

22 to participate to some extent in order to be privy to

23 everything .

24 MR. MINOGUE: But it would clearly be small

25 dollars because there is a conscious decision in this budge t j

|

|
|
|
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1 that'.we would only do health effects work that was in some'

2 var related to some , unique NRC mission or some unique
,

3 activity that only NRC dealt with, and not health effects

4 generally.

5 CONHISSIONER GILINSKYa No, I agree that this is
.

6 work that ought to_ be primarily done in other agencies.

7 NR. MINOGUEa But I have worked on the. discussion
i

8 we had the other day.

I 9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI4 That's good.

10 Another one concerns another interest of mine,

11 which is getting a research reactor shif ted -over to lov

i
j 12 enrichment. And one of the concerns seems to me be, at

~ 13 least on the part of operators of these facilities, that
.;

t 14 they may get themselves involved in saf ety problems or
]

15 rewrite safety analysis reports, and tha t for one reason or.
|

*

16 another they may get hung, up in such a switch.*

17 It seems to me that we ought to take a look at any
.,

.

18 potential safety problems. The fuel is being developed

!
19 commercially at Argonne. Argonne has a fair program on that

;

| 20 for DOE, high-density fuel. General Atomics is developing

21 f uel. But I think that we ought to take a look at any
,

! 22 potential safety problems that might crop up so that we can
.

23 anticipate them and deal with them and ease that
.

24 transition.

25 NR. MINOGUE: There is nu htng on that in the

.
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1 budget at all.'

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wouldn't think it would

3 be a large item.

4 HR. MINOGUE4 The problem, of course, the safety

5 problems with research reactors tend to come about because

6 of the interplay between the reactor and the experimental

7 f acilities. They are all pretty unique, so it isn't that

8 clear to me that this kind of issue isn't better dealt with
9 case by case, more as a licensing type issue.

10 I really haven't thought that much about it. This
;

11 is off the top of my head. But I do know that the safety*

12 problems generally relate to the experimental facilities and

i
13 they are all different.

f

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Would tha t be affected --

15 some people seem to think when you switch from one fuel to
,

16 another they may .get caught up in some sort of --

17 HR. HINOGUE: I think they may well be right.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa They get caught with

19 either us or --

20 MB. MINOGUE: You design -- you start a research
,

21 reactor from the ground up and you begin with certain ideas'

22 on enrichment, and then you design that research facility to

23 take advantage of the kind of core you've got, and the

24 interaction between these two is where the safety problems

25 arise. ,

I

:
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f' 1 So if you change the fuel design and c?ange the

2 core configuration in an already built f acility, I would

g 3 think you would raise questions. I can understand why

4 people are concerned about that. I would have the same

5 reaction.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADIF14 But there have been changes

7 in research reactors that use highly enriched f uel to 220

8 percent rich, and in f act that was done at Penn State.

9 That's why I happen to know that. I'm not sure it is a

'
to question of research so much as it is economic motivation or

11 the economics involved in making the changeover.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY The only reason I raise

13 the point is thst some of the operators have said one of the

14 things that concerns them is that in making the s. witch they

15 will have to redo safety analysis reports and new problems

16 are likely to crop up of one kind or another, and that if

17 there are any such general problems tha t leap out at you it

18 seems to se it would be useful to take a look at them.

19 Another problem area is another thing I have been
,

20 interested in f or some tme. It seems to me it is useful to

21 look at the local meteorology around these reactors in

22 order, in the case of an accident, to be sble in some simple

23 way to predict which way radioactive products might go. I

24 vondered, is there anything of this sort?

25 MR. MINOGUE At one time we considered putting
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( 1 some work into developing improved meteorological models or

2 to consider these local topographical features and thing

e 3 like that, as possible, and put it into the risk assessment

4 work. It didn 't survive through the budget development. We

5 could do vork in that area basically within the decision

6 unit with some reprogramming. I don't think --

7 COMMISSIONER C!LINSKY It seems to me it would be

8 a very usef.ul thing.

9 MR. MINOGUE: You could do a lot with a very small

10 amount of money.

11 CONHISSIONER GILINSKYs Because even a very simple

12 model that takes into account local features could give you

13 some additional predictive capabilities that could become

14 very important.

15 MR. MINOGU3: There has been a lot of work done in
.

16 that area. It would be a matter largely of trying to apply

17 it in the context of reactor accidents.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Again, it is a small

19 f unding , but poten tially im portant a rea .

20 MR. MINOGUE: We could support that in the

21 program .

.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Thank you.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think we ought to take

24 advantage of whatever work goes on noraally in meteorology.

25 A lot of areas have very good meteorological --
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(' 1 HR. MIN 3GUE: Tha t's true. There's a lot of work
,

2 that's been done on this in other fields. City canyon

- 3 problems and air pollution pLoblems represent much the same

4 kind of problems. There has been a lot of work like that

5 done.

6 COMMISSIONEB GILINSKY: Thank you.

7 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO: Pete, do you have questions

8 in the research area?

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Just one here that hasn't

10 been covered already. Your other growth industry seems to

11 be in risk assessment. Can you talk a little about what you

12 expect over the next ceuple of years by way of concrete uses

13 which will come out of that decision unit?

14 HR. MINOGUE: Yes. The most immediate thing, and

15 in effect the spinof f has already occurred, the risk

16 assessment greap has been working very closely with NRR in

17 dealing with some of the specific problems that have arisen

18 in the post-THI period, particularly the Indian Point-Zion

19 studies where they did a large part of the verk and a major

20 part of the progrsa.

21 Now, although by '83 this will have dropped way

22 off, is the development of methodologies that the licensing

23 reviewer might use to deal with specific issues when you are

24 looking at some possible requirement or modifiestion and

25 looking at its significance in terms of risk reduction
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1 potential.(y
2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD Can you give me a concrete

3 example or two of how that might work?

4 MR. MINOGUEa Well, a very specific example.

5 Given a site with unfavorable demography, an applicant comes

8 forward or the staf f is thinking of modifications, either in

7 operational procedures or plant protective actions or

8 engineering changes that you might make that might be

9 incorporated. Now, which of these will most affect the

10 public risk, given that site and tha t unf avorable

11 demography?

12 That basically is the question that they have
,

13 focused on at Indian Point and Zion. Risk assessment played

14 a large role in this. We were looking at -- I used the word

15 " cost ef fectiveness." That's not quite the right word. The
.

18 cost ef fectiveness of specific requirements.

17 Another area that Denton is looking at right nov

18 is to go through the whole laundry list of post-TMI

19 requirements using this as a factor, not the sole

20 decisionmaking basis, trying to make an assessment of the

21 risk reduction potential of each of those areas of

22 requirement to try to winnow out which are the really

23 important ones you should try to lay on very quickly, which

24 can be deferred. There's s lot of that kind of usage.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Is that being done in

|
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r' 1 NRR7

2 NR. MINOGUE: Our job in this context -- and the

3 long-range planning and the budget both assume this -- is toc

4 develop methodologies and perhaps apply them in first of a

5 kind or unique cases. But the ultimate conduct of that kind

6 of operation would be in NRR. We are developing a tool for

7 them to use.

8 Now, similar tools we would develop and apply in

9 the research area in terms of assigning research priorities,

10 which is something the ACBS is really harping on, and using

11 it as a basis for rulemaking. It is the same kind of

12 sethodology that in fact, learning f rom a lot of lessons in

13 the casework that NRR has applied, you can see being applied

14 to rulemaking,. the assessment of new regulatory requirements

15 and reassessment of old ones. *

.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs What kind of overlap is

17 there between the methodological work that you are doing and

18 the safety goal ef f ort that is going on? Or maybe I should
,

19 ssk you and Dennis both, under whose auspices it will be.

20 MR. MINOGUE: The lead in the work is by OPE.

21 They need a lot of staff support and we pro vided tha t staf f
4

22 support. They're in charge of that activity.

23 MR. RATHBUN4 It's a cooperative ef fort and we've

24 had a lot of input from Bob Bernaro and his staff, the PRA

25 fellows also; also f rom Al Langston, NRR.
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(', 1 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: Did I understand you to

2 say that t..e methodological development work will be falling

3 off by FY '83, or was that something else?-~

4 HR. EINOGUEa By '83 the methodological

5 development work to support NRR would be falling off, not

6 the total.

7 CONHISSIONER BRADFORD: But I understood the

8 budget in that decision unit continues to grow.

9 HR. MIN 3GUE: Because there are spplications in-
,

10 other areas, applications in research priorities. We have
'

!

| 11 tended, wisely I think to begin with, the use of thi.7 tool

12 in the context of licensing decisions. That. runs through

13 this whole combined rulemaking.
.

14 There was a very conscious decision to learn a lot
i

15 f ro m the Indian Point-Zion studies, which have dealt with
.

18 many of the issues that you focus on more broadly in the

17 rulemaking. The IREP and INREP programsd are in the same

! 18 ca tegory , where de have been concerned about putting tools
!

19 in the hands of the licensing guy.

I 20 So in the past the main emphasic of the progras

21 has been on NRR support. But as time goes on, you begin to

22 look at using these tools in terms of the prioritization of

23 research work in the rulemaking. That with the cembined

24 operation and the coordination and the consolidation of

25 research and rulemaking in one body, which is something th a t
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I"' 1 vill strengthen the application of research results, which

2 is the point which Mr. Palladino raised earlier, that*

3 division, the research division vill become the focal point

4 of rulemaking activities as I would see it in the years to

5 come.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDa Who do you look to for the

7 lion's chare of the development of the metho6 ologies? That

8 is mostly done under contract?

9 MR. MINOGUEa Yes, most of this work is done under

10 contract.

11 I'm sorry?
|

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: By, whom?

13 MR. MINOGUEa By various national labs again.

14 Sandia , Oak Ridge I think are the principals, and

15 Brookhaven.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That's all I have.

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 Commissioner Ahearne?

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have a couple of general

19 questions and a few specific ones.

20 The genetal questions: Dave Okrent in nis

21 comments on your long-range research plan had suggested a

22 pair of questions in formulating the plan. I guess let me

23 read the questions -- I'm sure you're familiar with them --

24 and then ask you to what extent have you attempted to apply

25 that to say your '83.
,
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' ' ' 1 The first question wass Which problems represent

2 the greatest potential contributors to risk? And thens

3 Which problems, if resolved , have the greatest potential for

4 reducing risk by the research pprogram that was planned ? |

5 kave you attempted to go through your research

6 program with that as the basis?

7 MB. MINOGUE: I touched on that earlier. I think

8 there is a basic difference of opinion here that is

9 strongest between us and Dave. Others on the ACRS share his

10 views partly.

11 I really don't feel that the quality of the data

12 base that exists today is opod enough to turn to the risk

13 assessment gurus as being the sole deciding factor in

14 assessing --

15 ,CONNISSIONER AHEARNE: let me stop you there. I*

I know Dave's18 asked the question. It started out --

17 background and interests, but I don' t think the questions

18 necessarily apply to using probabilistic assessment. They

19 are asked -- they are judgment, they are essentially basic

20 judgment questions.

21 You look at where your dollar is going, and you

22 apply the philosophy that you want to put your money where

23 you get the greatest return for something.

24 MR. MINOGUE: The area of disagreement is how much

25 rou rely on risk assessment in doing tha t. If you put the
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' (~; 1 question broadly, if you allow me to make that as a judgment

.

7 :ni a judgment which through the process of review in the

3 long-range plan involver pulling the expertise of the
t

4 program offices, particularly of NRR, the answer is, to the
.

5 extent we can, given the nature of the program that we have,

6 this is the guiding factor.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEa So those a re criteria that

8 you would expect the research program would be able to --

9 obviously in this large a program with so many small pieces,

10 there are some that aren't going to quite fit there. But by

11 and large you're satisfied that that is --

12 ER. MINOGUE: By and large, through the vehicle of

13 the long-range plan -- I could not attach too much

14 importance to the input from NRR and NMNS, because by

15 reviewing the long-range plan, by looking at overall program

is directions, and looking at levels of emphasis in different

17 areas in a consultive way, we have gotten an engineering

18 assessment of the relative risk reduction significance.

19 It's a principal f actor.

20 Now, that judgment should also take into account

21 current risk assacement analysis and current techniques. I

'

think the issue between us and Dave is how much emphasis.22

23 I want to add one further point, because there are

24 two other axes to this problem. One is the question of

25 perceived risk cannot be ignored. If I sit down and say,
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' ' 1 I'm going to do everything in terms of the risk associated

2 with what the research is on, then the program should be

3 heavily skewed toward material a pplica tions and medical

4 applications. But it isn't, because in fact there's a

5 public perception of acceptability there, there is a level

6 of public concern that has to be taken into account.

7 The last thing we cannot ignore is that there are j

8 pork barrel aspects to this program that must be taken into

9 account. Now, to the extent that we do not become owners J
;

10 and operators of f acilities, we can divorce ourselves from |

11 some of that. But it is not realistic to assume that my

12 successor would set it straight if I just arbitrarly went

13 ahead and did this or that based on solely a risk reduction

14 potential, and we all know what would happen.

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The second, more general

19 question is, putting aside the issue of resources, do you

17 think it would be appropria te or possible for research to

18 assume responsibility for unresolved safety issues, generic

19 issues, and then there are also some in the TMI action plan

20 t h a t NRB currently has assignment for which are in the treas

21 of semi-research developmental work? Would it be feasible

22 for research to be the principal office f or those areas?

23 MR. MINOGUE: Well, certainly we've already taken

24 responsibility for some of these issues. I would say if you

25 let me underline the words the " principal of fice ," I would
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1 say not rasily. I think that many of these issues are best
-

2 dealt with by the guys that are in the trenches and
.

3 understand the plants in detail.

4 I think there are pieces of these programs,

5 particularly since Standards and Research have been

6 consolidated, that could also be handled in Research. But I

7 would not go along with the principal office. I don't think

8 that would be very workable.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, a few detailed

10 questions. In the '83 budget you have cut almost all of the

11 material control and accounting research for the LWR fuel

12 cycle .

13 MB. MINOGUEs Yes, that is correct.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What is the rationale?

15 MR. MINOGUE: The rationale is that the number of

18 licensees is going down. I think there are three as of

17 tod ay. It is an area that has been emphasized by the

18 Commission and the PPPG, but I think it is a matter that is

19 better handled in the licensing context, and our assessment

20 agrees with that.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Which are the three

22 licensees?

23 MR. MINOGUE I have to turn to Mr. Davis for

24 tha t. I don't remember offhand. They deal with highly

25 enriched fuel.

.
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1 MR. DAVIS: The obvious one is NSF Erwin. I don't

2 recall the others.

_ 3 COMMISSIONER GILINSr.Ya There are only three?
f'

4 MR. MINOGUEa Yes. We're down from something like

5 seven a couple of years ago to only three now. It doesn't

6 seem to warrant a research program. I think we can deal

7 with things like that as a licensing activity.

8 I'm sure the figure is three. We cap furnish you

9 the names.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE I guess the only

11 disagreement I would have with yc ur statement is it is not

12 clear to me the number of places at which a problem has to

13 -be solved is necessarily the criteria to use on whether it

14 is a licensing problem or a research problem. It s
<

15 something that probably has more to do with the character.
.

16 MR. MINOGUEs These people were dealing in very

17 complex, elabora te models. MCE A is all we're talking

18 a bo u t . The safeguards work is not going to get cut, just

19 MCE A .
'

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, it's just a general
,

21 f ear tha t I have.

22 MR. MINOGUE: Now if there were a breeder program

23 tomorrow , the same program would be reactivated, but I think

24 it would look dif ferent and that is the important point to

25 me. If it is a surrogate for a breeder program, let's call

.
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fi 1 it what it is and deal with it in that context.

2 COMMISSIONER GILIN5kra Let me ask you, are there

3 only three facilities that have more than formula,,

4 quantities, more than five kilograma?

5 MR. DAVIS: I'll have to get that information.

6 NE. MINOGUE: I did not mean to put it that way.

7 That have processes. Material control and accounting

8 assumes an active f uel f abrication process.
.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is that as opposed to

10 piece counts ?

11 MR. MINOGUE4 The key to material control and

12 acccunting is you have an ac :tve, ongoing process. You are
a

13 making fuel. It is not a possession license. There are a

14 lot of them, I think.

15 COMMISSIONEW AHEARNE: A question that had earlier
.

16 been asked, if I can be more specific on it s Do you have

17 any kind of an estimate of the sort of resource amount that

18 you ' re going to be relying on induscry or DOE and foreign

19 governments, say in '83?

20 MR. MINOGUE: Yes, we've got a figure for the

21 f oreign work , that I think won't change much, and it runs
,

22 around $75 million . We might get that up by $10 million, ~

23 but the, will be small breakthroughs. I don't see'any big

24 breakthroughs per year.
,

25 In the industry area, if you recognize it in terms
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/"; 1 of our not preespting or coopting their program, but we are
'

2 consolidating our program planning, improving our awareness

7, 3 or improving our ability to influence their program

4 objectives, I think we could be talking some substantial

5 increases. Right now we have -- do you know what the EPRI

C budget is? It's 40 to $50 million in EPRI, of which a large

7 amount is spent in dealing with issues that have regulatory |
|

8 significanrc. |

9 Let me pull the number out. Thu s approximately

)
10 correct, and if it turns out really sour, well, I'll get an

11 improvement to you tomorrow some time.

| 12 Say 65 or $70 million total. This is dollar value

13 of work that would be of in terest to us. It is not

'

14 dedicated work. It is stuff that would speak to regulatory

15 objectives.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How about DOE?

17 NR. MINOGUE: That is relatively small. We're

18 probably only talking $5 million or $10 million.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: At the present point, then,

20 roughly about $150 million foreign country, industry, DOE?

21 MR. MINOGUE: Yeah, yeah.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So we are still in the mode

23 of for all areas of interest the bulk of the work is funded

24 b y us.

25 MR. MINOGUE: But the change that is important is
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1 that the ownership of the big facilities is shifting, and"'

2 tha t way se get what we want and walk away.

- 3 COHNISSIONER AHEARNEs I understand thttt. But

4 it's still a question of leverage. We're still doing the

5 bulk of it.

6 MB. MINOGUE: Oh, we're doing the bulk of it. He

7 have discussed this before. We are all in a web that was

8 woven many, many years ago, and there was a long period when
.

9 there was a presumption that NBC did all of the work, and

10 that is slowly changing, but it's not overnight.

11 I shonald sa y, to end this question on a positive

12 note, I have been really pleased with the response that

13 we' ve gotten, a very responsible response from the tudustry
7

14 people, a recognition that they've got to pull Lore of a

15 load and a willingness to coordinate their program planning

16 and to recognize th,at there are sa f eg ua rd s tha t we need if
I

17 we're going to operate in that mode.

18 They have been pretty responsive. It has been a

j 19 pleasant experience. I think it is an idea whose time has

20 como . ,

21 COBMISSIONER AHEARNE: Over the last couple of

22 d ay s , we've heard that Research may have to take potential

23 additional cuts in order to perform breeder work. Has

24 Research done -- have you been having an exercise to

25 ten tatively identify where those cuts might come in '82 and
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2 MR. HINOGUE: Yes, we've done such.an exercise in

7 3 both '82 and '83. I'd rather speak to '83 if I may ann

4 concentrate on that. But we've got it down to the level

5 where there are no more sacred cows to claughter. It would

6 be across the board cuts, where you would go through each
.

7 program area in some detail.

8 Ron hss made up a list, and when I look at it

9 there's nothing that stands out as a big area to whack back,

10 like eliminating MCCA work.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So for example, then, you

12 do not -- if I were to look a t your budget or ED0's budget

13 with respect to these recommendations to the ACRS

14 recommendations, I can conclude that what the ACRS has

j 15 essentially done is said that they expect our research
. .

16 number to be somewhere in that 235-$240 million area, and in

17 order to fund the breeder they have cancelled LOFT?

03 MR. MINOGUE: Tha t wouldn 't quite be correct.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No. It would be correct if

20 that 's the way I looked at it.

21 MR. MINOGUE: No, they didn't tie it to the

22 hreeder. They looked at the re sea rch program needs.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I understand that.

24 MR. MINOGUE: And when they made that list up,

25 that was more money th an they thought we could get. Given
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~ 1 that, they began to draw priority lines, and LOFT didn't

2 make the cut. But they didn't tie that to the breeder. If
.

3 there were no breeder they would still take the same
,

4 position .'

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But they've got $20 million

6 for the breeder within that $230 million. Bill has $20

7 million for the breeder above the $235 million. You're

8 worse. You are saying that in order to make the '83, at |

9 least, number, it would be a lot of small sitces.

10 MR. MINOGUE: Yes, a lot of small business. I j

11 don ' t think that's a good way to run a program.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is that similarly true for

13 '827
4

14 MR. MINOGUE: The problem for '82 is we have

is Congressional action still pending and I don't know how that

16 vill come out. It is really hard for me to answer that

17 question . There are commitments that have been r.ade to
<

18 support the licensing activity, details of people from 15

19 positions on detail and some that have alrendy been

20 transferred and are not in our base --

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You have 15 people being

22 transferred in '82?

23 MR. MINOGUE No, they have already been. When

24 the consolidation occurred, we were reduced some 30-odd

25 positions, of which NRR got 15-plus. At the same time we
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I detailed 15 people, all but one of them with the;

2 understanding that it was for 18 months, which would take

0 you through '82.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So those 13 positions are

5 already gone.

6 MB. MINOGUE: They are already gone. But the

7 details -- if 'you look at your tables, they are shown as

8 research people, even though they are assigned to

9 Licensing.

10 Now, there is also the problem of financial

11 support. There was -- in developing the '8 3 budget,

12 beginning with the long-range plan, we had cut back

13 substantially from previous plans. The budget you are

14 looking at is some $26 million below what was sent to

15 Congress last year by this agency for research. Some of

18 those same cuts could be picked up in '82, have not yet been

17 picked up. But the point is they might be used to support
i

, 18 licensing needs and things like that. I don't think there

19 is a presumption that they go for the breeder.

20 Now, in '83 we have scrubbed this thing down to

21 rock bottom , I think.
.

22
1

23 I

24

25

.
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/~S 1 ' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Are you saying that in '82,

2 if you have to eat some substantial amount of dollars for ,

1

3 breeder, at the moment you have no specific set of places it
,

4 would have to go?

5 MR. MINOGUE: In '82, if I have to eat a cut from
i

e

6 Congress and a cut to support licensing activity and the

7 breeder, I do not have specific places to go for that kind

8 of a cut.

9 If the only thing we had to eat is the breeder,

10 then we have got some places to go. It is the same areas

11 that were reduced in the '83 budget, and they are reductions.

12 that ought to be made. I would expect reptogramming of '82

13 money in any event. I am sure Mr. Cot:nell vill be glad to

14 help us find a var to reprogram the stuff into other areas

15 in the agency.

16 I am not trying to evade your question. I think

17 the problem is there a re just too many imponde'rables here.

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you give me an
;

'

19 estimate of the '83 research effort for evaluation of

20 reactor operator d uties, training, evaluatlon of education

21 requirements, that sort of thing?

22 MR. MINOGUEs This is a major block of our

23 program. I characterized it the other day as the softest

24 a re a . It is in the early stages of planning. It was not

25 being handled well until a few months ago.

.
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1 We have sat down with Steve Hanauer and Kramer and()
2 between us we have worked. I have a breakdown right here.

3 We have worked up a program plan that is not as detailed as

4 aost or' our program plans. It is basically just a list of

5 problem areas.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: With dolla rs?

7 MR. MINOGUEa Yes, I have got the dollars, if we

8 can just put our hands on it.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Well, if you could just

10 give it to me later then, as long as I get it then.

11 MR. MINOGUEs Yes, le t me do tha t. I do have

12 them; they were pulled together a couple of days ago. And

13 ve will give them to you later.

14 COMMISSIONER AHFARNE: Fine.

15 MR. MINOGUE: I have got them with me. I just
.

16 cannot put my hand right on them.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In talking about the Clinch

18 Riv er licensing , what is the timetable you have for your

19 results to be provided? And, in particular, does it mesh-

20 with NRR's requirements?

well,21 MR. MINOGUEa Well, we have been working --

22 actually , it is not va; the problem is so complex within the

23 agency that EDO has actually set up a special group to deal

24 with it under Denny Ross. Let me turn the question to

25 Denny, if I may. I think it would be better is he answered

.
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2 MR. ROSS: I think the question was of timeliness

3 of research?g

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The timetable. Research

5 has got, if the set-asides are taken and put in the budget

6 and the '82 switch is put in, Research will be doing some

7 work to support the Clinch River licensing.

8 HR. ROSS: That is correct.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What is the timetable f or

10 completion of those?

11 MR. ROSS: Well, we will have to cut in two

12 pieces. If you have to make a model assumption as to when

13 the licensing would start and when the Staff's SER would be

14 complete and when you go to hearing. And I will go as far

15 as I can in this stea. I think you will have to recognize
.

16 that this is a matter that is active, at least a few years

17'ago the Board was active, and there may be an Ex Parte line

18 ve vill have to be sensitive to.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I do not know that that is

20 tru e. .

21 MR. ROSS: This is a con tested ma tter. Clinch

22 Biver is a contested matter. So I will go as far as I can,

23 and somebody will have to stop if --

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Who is contesting it?

25 MR. RCSS: There is a number of intervenors.

.
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f' 1 There is a number of intervenors.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is there an active

3 licensing?
,

4 MR. ROSS: The application was never withdrawn.

5 So I will go on, and if you feel like we are approaching --

6 now, I just wanted to make you aware of that or remind you.

7 We are assuming a three-year --

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now, that was an old

9 applica tion?

10 MR. ROSS: The old application is still there.

11 CHAIRMAN PAllADINO: It is still valid?

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Many, many years ago.

13 MR. ROSS: It is sitting there in the docket room,

14 and the Applicant has been making regular amendments. And

15 they have been putting it in the mailroom, and when the NRR

16 staff gete * round to it, they will resume the review. But

17 it is still there. It is the same application. And I do

18 not know if the board is still sitting;'you know, they =ay

19 be gathering dust somewhere.

20 But we are assuming a three-year schedcle. And

21 wha t I mean by "three-year," by the time that the lightning

22 bolt says, " Start the review," three years from then a CP

23 would issue, 11 it issues at all. About 15 months of this

24 is for NRR to -- this is the model schedule -- to do its

25 work and produce an SER. And, in essence, they are ready to

.
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(S 1 go to hearing. -

2 That would mean -- and if you assume, say, for

3 discussion, that starts 1 October, at the fiscal year, thate

4 our research would have to produce results roughly by the
1

5 end of calendar '82 if they are going to be taken into

8 account in the NRR decision process.

7 But quite obviously, tha t does no't include
1

8 anything that would start in 's3. By the time you start a

9 project in the f all of '82, which is fiscal '83, according

10 to this model sch 'ule, the NRR team is essentially

|
11 finished, they are ready to go to hearing.

12 A lot of the work that we are talking about is

| 13 work that is in motion now. And these are the core and

|
'

14 primary system thermohydraulic codes. That work would be

15 continued to let the licensing staff audit certain severe
j

16 disruptive accidents. The work at Sandia on sodium-concrete

| 67 interactions and related hydrogen work would be continued.
i

18 Some of the work that would be regarded as necessary for OL!

19 -- in other words, the kind of resea rch tha t you would
|
'

20 typically say can be -- there is a reasonable assurance that

! 2 you can get -- would come later on.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My' main concern was it was

23 not clear to me how you coud really get much additional

24 major research ctarted in order tc get it completed.

25 MR. ROSS: The answer iss You would not. And

.
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- (^ 1 this is one of the three theories on why NRC should do

2 cesearch is, and one of the litmus-paper tests it would

3 apply with DOE is, in an area where the agency is dealing
.

and I would say regulating a4 with unf amiliar technology --

5 breeder would f all into this area -- it is an area that is

6 ripe for NRC research.

7 And I think a lot of the research that would be on

8 our list, logically on the NRC list, would be for the

.

9 decade, for the 1980s decade, to acquire expertise so that
i

to when you issue the OL you are competent to regulate it.

11 A lot of the work will fall in that category.

12 Very little of it, in my opinion, would be started and find

13 its way into the Clinch River SER. That work is ongoing now.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Bob, could you give me a
,

15 table to show the resources that you plan for NREP and IREP'

16 MR. MINOGUEs I would have to furnish them. I do
|

17 not have that kind of detail with me, unlers Pon does.

18 MRe SCROGGINS: I can give you the raw numbers now.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I gathered from your answer

'20 previously on the degraded core, I gather from what you can

21 see a t the moment, so many of the programs intertwine to

~

22 support that that it does not make too much sense to say do

23 you have enough resources on degraded core, because that way

24 is almost suggesting do you have enough resources in the

25 research program?
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1 MR. MINOGUE: It is certainly a major part of our

2 cesearch program. It is an area where any cuts that we

3 would look to make would be a result of operatingc,

4 efficiencies and more atten tion . I feel, you know, it has

5 not suffered.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me try to crope with

7 the question a little bit different.

8 MR. MINOGUE: Yest

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You had mentioned your

10 timetable was several. years to get a proposed rule.

11 MR. MINOGUE Yes.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Are we limited by the

10 number of or amount of resources that you have to apply to

14 the p roble m , or are we limited just by the complexity and

15 dif ficulty of the problems in order to get good people to
.

16 work on them ?

17 MR. MINOGUE: I think we are limited by both. I

18 shoud have made clea rer there is a basic planning assumption

19 in that. We are not going to build any new facilities. So

20 u p front, we were dealing with a certain list of facilities

21 with certain capabilities. We very early on -- and this

22 has , I believe, been essentially completed -- made an

23. assessment of whether we could get all of the information

24 tha t we needed with those facilities, and the answer appears

25 to be coming out affirmative.
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(]) 1 That is a resource limitation, but, of course,

2 there is a time limitation, too, just because of the

- 3 complexity of the problem, if you were going to build nev
:

4 facilities, it takes time to design and plan them. So the'

l 5 answer to your question is: Both, we are limited by both.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But it sounds like you are

|
7 saying that if we were to ask you if you got another $10 |

8 million to put into the degraded-core efforts, would that

| 9 shorten the time by a period of a year? I gather the answer
: I

to is "No"? !

I

| 11 MR. MINOGUEa It really would not. The problem we

|
12 have got here -- and it is pretty basic -- is that we just

13 do not have a good enough data base to support the use of

14 risk assessment methodology. And I think that is the only
;

15 way to come to grips with the degraded-core rulemaking.
|

! 16 Many of these other _ssues can be dealt with more simply,

17 but if we do not really improve the da ta base and base the

! 18 degraded-core rulemaking on risk assessment, then I think we

19 ought not to be doing it.
,

|

20 So to me the absolute prerequisite is a better

| 21 data base. I think some of the problem in the past with the

22 Rasmussen report and all that grew out of the same kind of
|

23 issue. People just did not come to grips with the fact th a t
.

l

24 you have got to improve tne data base.

25 I saw a quote the other day in one of the trade

.
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(~; I rags quoting someone from UCS to the effect that, "That is 1

2 the big unfaced question." But I do not agree with that -

3 chat is the question we are facing, tha t we have got to,-

4 improve the data base if we are going to reallyuse this tool

5 effectively.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay. Let me ask you a

7 couple of questions on the ACRS review of the budget that

8 came in.

9 They point out on the 3D program a problem with

10 respect to' the upper plenum tes t f acility, the German

11 program. They say that here is a program that has the

12 estimate of costs of between $50 million and $100 millions
13 tha t is, the cost to the U.S. And it can stretch over many

| 14 yea rs. And they raise the question, "Is it really somethinq
!

| 15 tha t makes sense for us to be committing into that large a

16 program over that period of time?" Would you care to

17 comment?

18 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. They are raising a good

| 19 question there. I will speak to it reasonably directly. We

20 are going to get into areas of negotiation with foreign

21 powers here fairly quickly, so we may have to --

22 COMMIaSIONER AHEARNE: Well, is that a question we

23 might want to --

24 MR. MINOGUE: It was one of the exemptions that

25 the General Counsel cited the other day.

.
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(' 1 Let me try to discuss it in terms that you may'

2 find adequa te, and, if not, we may need to go into some

3 other arena.~.

4 That is a three-way program between the United

5 States, Japan, and Germany. It involves the erection of
|

l 6 expensive f acilities in both Japan and Germany. The U.S.

7 participation consists in f urnishing instrumentation and

8 f urnishing certain computer analyses. This is a device that

j 9 was developed by --
! .

| 10 CONMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, I am familiar with the

11 program.
1

! 12 MB. MINOGUE: Yes. Okay. Fine. The problem th a t
1

13 we have here is that the Japanese part of it is both clearly

14 of value and on schedule and within costs. The German part
|

!

| 15 has been delayed. The delays are partly because of the U.S.
'

i 16 -- we have changed program directions in the early stage --
|

17 and partly because of concern on their part about the

18 commitment of f unding.
i

I
~

j 19 We have ended up with a program with a very high
!

20 potential for overruns, very high. We have advised them --
,

21 we met with the steering group in June -- it was the last

22 estimate that you gentleman saw; I believe it is something

23 like 574 million -- represented th e total of what the U.S.

24 was willing to contribute to this program. In a sense, it

25 is the measure. That includes the Japanese part, too; that

.
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r3 1 is the whole program.
/

2 I should digress for a bit. The total dollar cost

- 3 of the program is over $300 million, of which our part is

4 $75 million. So we are not a majority partner, by any means.

5- Now, they have been advised that we intend to hold

6 our contribution to $74 million and that we believe tha t
7 that cannot be done, given the high potential for overruns,

8 without a serious relook at the whole project in terns of

9 what you do and what you do not do, that we have got to

10 scrub it down, we have got to improve the predictability.

11 Of course, we have got to look at costs now and say we knov

12 where we are going to end up.

13 After some considerable debate, there was an

14 agreement reached that that issue would be explored during

15 the rest of this year by a series of progressive reviews.

16 Each of the parties was to go away and identify candidates

17 to consider. That has been done. We would then meet on

_

18 t h a t , with an eye toward trying to improve the program

19 definition before this year is out.

and I will not call it a20 But the attitude --

21. position -- is that we are not prepared to go beyond the

22 latest estimate that we gave you. Now, of course, we have a

23 contractual obligation here.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

25 MR. MINOGUE The agreement between the countries

~

.
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A 1 is a contract. And we, in fact, have made certain
~

2 commitments under that contract. And what is happening is

3 that our costs have gone what we are prepered to spend. So-

4 termination of the agreement would be difficult.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I recognize that. But the

6 point the ACRS setmed to be raising was here is one-

7 particular aspect of it which bears claiming could have

8 impacts of $5 million to $10 million a year for the U.S.

9 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And they say that the

11 information from it really is not worth that much.

12 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And if you agree with that
/

14 judgment, I guess the question is should we continue?

15 MR. MINOGUE4 Yes. I think when you get to the
,

18 point -- and I think we are at that point; I think we see

17 eye to eye on this -- that we say this is as far as we will

18 go and no further. And I would not necessarily draw the
_

19 line at $5 million or $10 million additional, but we are

20 very close to the point where any additional costs would

21 sake that part of the project simply not worth it.
5

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess what I am trying to

23 get at is as I rend the ACRS, they are saying they are not

24 questioning the total costs of the 3D project, they are

25 questioning one major piece of it.

.
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(" 1 MR. MINOGU E: Yes. So am I.

2 COMMIS3ICNER AHEARNE: That it just does not seen

3 to be worthwhile. Now, are you questioning the piece of the

4 project or the total cost?

5 MR. MINOGUE: Well, there is only one project, you

6 know. - We are part of a tripartite agreemen t to deliver a

7 very complex array of experimental facilities.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARME: Yes.

9 MR . MINOGUE: I cannot talk about it in pieces. I

10 cannot blo:k out i part of it and not the rest, you know; it

11 is an all-or-nothing deal. We are in the position of a
,

12 company that conttacted to deliver a produce at a fixed

13 price, and we now find we cannot make it and we have got to
l'

14 decide what to do. And it is not an easy thing to walk awa y

15 f ro m . It involves some very delicate negotitations, which
.

16 are in progress.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you comment --

,

18 MR. MINOGUE: And which may not come out favorably.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you comment on tne

20 point the ACES makes with respect to the degraded-core

21 ef f ort? They say that they have looked at the product of

22 the ED0's task force and have concluded tha t it did not
23 respond to the need; namely, the need of defining what

24 resea rch- vis necessa ry?

25 NR. MINOGUE: And that is a f air stateme:st. I am

.
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(~) 1 not quite sure that was part of their objective. But that
v

2 ef f ort did not adequately define the matrix of research

.
3 needs. It must be defined. It helped.

k.: -

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But at the moment then, I

5 guess, then you would agree with their statement that that -

6 matrix of research needs has not yet been well defined?

7 MR. MINOGUE4 Tha t ma trix, the ma trix of the

8 research needs, as it exists today, has been defined with a

9 bit too' au=h emphasis on availbility of facilities and

10 availability of capabilities, and f t badly needs an

11 additional dimension of feedback from the ultimate

12 rulemaking, from the risk assessment people, as to which

13 elements of the research needs --

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: When do you expect to --

15 MR. MINOGUE: Oh, within the next few weeks. This

16 is a very important comment that they have made. We

17 actually have a preliminary draft report that would, in

;8 ef f ect, lay out the matrix of research needs. And Bassett

19 has, in a sense, put this on hold until this matter gets

20 resolved.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you perceive th'en that

22 that might lead to substantial change in your dollar

23 requests in research.

24 MR. MINOGUE: No. What we are trying to do here

25 -- and I think it is a goal we all share -- we cannot afford

.

-
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#], 1 a lot of progras changes heres we have got to know where we

2 are going befors we start putting this kind of money out.

r 3 Earlier, when I said I thought we had enough to

4 deal with it, it is based on the assumption that we do not

5 have a lot of program redirection midstream. So I think it

8 is critically important to define these research needs so we
.

7 can make sure we run the right tests. I do not think it

8 will affect the number of tests or the costs so much as

9 which parameters you control and which you do not control.

to COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you believe that the

11 envelope that you have funded in '83, or proposed funding

12 f or '83, will be adequate independent of how this definition

13 comes out?

14 MR. MINOGUEt The total envelope; that's right.

15 The relative expenditure between the risk assessment

18 decision unit and the action evaluation decision unit might

17 shif t sligh tly, but the total, I think, is okay. This was

18 one of their comments that I thought was particularly

19 h el pf ul .

20 ~0MMISSIONER AHEARNE: The ACBS recommended two

21 programs for deletions deformed-core coolability program,

22 a nd the LWR debris coolability program. '

23 MR. MINOGUE: I just cannot respond to that. I

24 don ' t k now. You have to realize we just got some of these

25 comments in the last couple of days.

.
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'

1 MR. SCROGGINS: The staff has seen those'

'

|
2 comments. Additional reactions from the staff is they

3 disagree with the ACRS comments, the specific ones, but they-

| 4 are working up the response on that now.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s I was interested in that.

6 MR. MINOGUE4 I cannot respond to that question.

7 This particular topic was not discussed in the meeting by

8 the ACRS, so I have been caught flatfooted. .

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Your programs-for these

10 areas would be aimed at doing what?

11 HR. MINOGUE I am concerned -- would you repeat

12 the topics? I did not even get the topics. I am sorry.

i
13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Deformed-core coolability

14 prograr and the LWR debris coolability program.
,.

|

| 15 HR. MINOGUE: Okay. The first one I can speak
,

16 to. We certainly do not want to address the whole program

17 with a puddle of molten fuel on the bottom the pressure
|

| 18 vesEel.

19 I think there are a lot of sequences where you may

20 have s' se local degradation of geometry, where there is ano

21 issue , if you are going to talk about a solid handle on the

22 coolability of the damaged core, which is an important

i 23 element in the probabilities of different kinds of releases

24 to do a better probabilistic assessment, we have to have a

25 handle on how well you can cool bunules with various

|

.
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') 1 configurations thst have been locally, by ballooning or

2 other phenomena, where you have local flow blockage. And

3 tha t is an element in this fuel damage program.

4 What was the next one?

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The debris coolability.

6 MR. MINOGUE: Well, I do not understand how ther

7 could say " eliminate that." In another part of the forest

8 they say we should do more work on mitigation.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 Well, what they say is, "It

10 is of questionable relevance to damaged-core behavior, is an

11 expensive way to do heat transfer work, and tends to

12 duplicate work being done on fuel melt behavior."

13 MR. MINOGUE: Well, I am at a loss to explain that

14 comment, because that is the one end of the spectrum where

15 you have got the fuel on the floor, and I was under the

16 impression they felt we should do more on mitigation. And

17 now I find they want us to do less, so --

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you give me a rough

19 estimate of how much money is involved?

' 20 MR. MINOGUE: I can sure give it to you. It is

21 not very large. We can give it to you before we leave. It
.

22 is not much. Ron says $1 million to $2 million. And I

23 would have no reason not to take that. It is not a big part

24 of the program.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask a related technical
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r3 1 question ? If you get melted fuel, presumably you lose a lot
;

2 of fission products. Is this considered in the coolability

3 questions?. s.-

4 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. The behavior of the fission

5 products from both ends: what gets out, what form is it in,

6 what is likely to happen to it, and how much heat is left

7 there to pull out. It would part of it.

8 We are really trying to develop a data base.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You do take those factors

10 into account ?

11 MR. MIN 3GUE: Yes. The idea is a realistic

12 appraisal of the whole spectrum of accidents. There has

13 been a tendency -- and that may be what they are reacting

14 to, particularly people with past breeder orientation -- to

15 think only about one end of the spectrum where you have got

16 a molten core. When I talk about core-damage work, I am

17 talking about the whole range from clad damage and hydrogea

18 evolution clear through and including molten core on one end.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0t I appreciated that, yes.

20 MR. MINOGUEa But all of it with an effort to do a

21 realistic treatment with the fission products. whether they

22 s ta y , if they get out, what form they are in, and where th e y

23 end up. And that is an important part of this.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Go ahead.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You had a fairly
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} 1 com prehensi~ve review of fission product behavior in the-

2 NUREG-0772. '

3 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.
~~

4 COMMISSIONER AHEA RNE: That identified a number of
5 areas where further work was necessary. Have you taken

6 those recommendations and incorporated them in the '83
7 program?

0 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. That is wha t the ACBS was-

9 critiquing. Basically, we took the group that the EDO set-

10 u p to lay out the rulemaking, their report, and the iodine
11 report, I will call it that, if I may. And then Passadeg

12 did a parallel study that, in effect,. looked at the
13 significance of this in the regulatory context.
14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

15 MR. MINOGUE: And then we set up a task group of
,

16 people from NRC and from the various labora tories, including

17 some people outside of the community with expertise, to look

18 a t the f acilj c| es that we had and to look at that data base

19 as it had h:en laid out and to try to lay out a r-trix of
20 inf ormation. needs and f acility utiliza tion.
21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that, f or example, if

22 one were to go through the fission product behavior report

23 and there tre acess of chemistry, for example, which it is

24 indicated that there just is not that much known about some

25 of the coef ficients, if you looked at that, you would then

)
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I]t 1 be'able to track-to work that is identified somewhere in the
2 research' program to answer or to expl' ore those areas.

3 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. That is what we were-s

-

4 discussing earlier, because it is that report, which

5 actually exists only in draft -- and Bassett has put a hold

6 on it -- that the ACRS was criticizing, because they said,

7 "This is all well and good, but it does not include the

8 element of the end use, as the risk assessment people would

9 see it, adequately."

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: No; I was just trying -- I
A

11 as trying to track that the fission product behavior report

12 did identify a number of areas where work had to be done.

'
13 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And I am trying to get

15 assurance that you have at least weighed carefully doing

16 tha t work.

17 MR. MINOGUE: Well, because I have not reviewed

18 this draf t report myself, I can give you assurance that I

19 instructed staff to use that iodine report as a planning

20 basis, and that is also what the ACES recommended in the

21 report that they are just now completing. I have not

22 reviewed it to mane sure tha t the chemistry point was picked

23 u p . I can certainly do that. But they were instructed to

24 use that as a basis.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I raise the chenistry issue
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{{} 1 because historically, with my short familiarity with the

2 history, has been that chemi'stry has not been a major effort.
,

3 MR. MINOGUE: I would be glad to check that out.

4 It certainly would have been my assumption it is picked up.

5 I just cannot speak to it with firsthand --

8 COMMISSIONER AHEAREE: If you could.

7 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The ACBS, in another

9 comment they made, said in the piping area Research should

10 work with NRR to define programs to provide an acceptable

11 basis for reducing the number of constraints for supports on

12 piping systems, especially in the primary loop.

13 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you have --

15 MR. MINOGUE: Basically, it is the SSREP program,

16 and let me answer the question more broadly --

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I thought that was focused

18 more on earthquake.

19 MR. MINOGUE: All the constraints are put in there

20 because of the way the earthquake design practice is carried-

21 o ut . They had a number of very specific criticisms of 3

22 SSMRP, and that program needs reexamination. That is clear

23 to m e .

24 And the reason it needs reexamination is some of
~

25 the original motivations have been lost, and one of them was
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T'') '1. to look at the question of the significance of ' the design
s s

2 practices in the piping constraints and the-impact,that had.

g. 3 on the piping 's ability : to withstand other transients or -the
s. _ -

4 effect it had on end reactions and system loads.

5 It was problem they had kind of lost -- the

6 program -- had lost sight of its original objective. When I

7 first came on board in this office, I had sensed that

8 something was wrong, and I really did not understand wha t

9 was wrong until the last meeting with the ACRS. It kind of

10 came out of the dialogues suddenly, all the pieces fell

11 together.

12 So Arlotto has pulled together a special plan of

13 action. He has talked to the people at Liv erm ore . We plan

' ~ 14 to risit out there within the next few weeks to try to

15 redirect that program to deal more specifically with these

16 issues.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So that pa rticular issue,

18 you believe, will be addressed in this review of SSMRP?

19 MR. MINOGUE: Very much so, yes. They had a

20 number of criticisms that I thought were very valid.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay. The question on the

22 Surry generator, and the issue that they raise, is that

23 perhaps the NRC, after spending about two years having
.

( 24 worked on, I guess it is at Hanford, ought to consider

25 transfer of that perhaps to DOE or to industry and then let
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f) I them do the rest of the funding.

2 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. I did not see that particular

3 comment, but that is a well-taken point. That steam

4 generator is basically. a test bad for methodologies of

5 in-service inspection and for interpretation of results.

6 COMMISSIONER.AHEARNE: Right.

7 MR. MINOGUE: EPRI has a lot of interest in that.

8 We just recently -- one of the staff -- talked the French

9 into paying $200,000 as a contribution toward it. There is

to broad interest in that program, and we ought to be able to

11 broaden the base of funding.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In our '83 budget, do we

13 assume that we will still be funding f o r th e --

14 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. In the '83 budget, we have

15 opened a number of lines with EPRI of joint planning or

16 closer coordination of program, none of which is reflected

17 in this budget, because I do not know how much to bet on the

18 come .

19 COMMISSIONER AH E.1'! NE : I see. But it is possible
.-

20 then that you would be going in that direction?

21 MR. MINOGUE: Yes. Specifically, the answer to

22 that question is "Yes." That is a natural. That is a

23 product you can peddle because it has broad applicability.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: A final question.

25 MR. MINOGUE: Yes.
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/ i 1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In talking about the

2. emergency preparedness f unding, ACES makes the comment that

- 3 they agree with the proposed reduction, with the

4 understa;; ding that much of the research previously conducted

5 by NRC will now be handled by FEMA.

6 MR. MIN 3GUE: That is when they make technical

7 comments.
'

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do we have some confidence

9 that FEMA is going to be doing that?

10 MR. MINOGUE: Mr. Ahearne, during the budget

~11 hearings just ended, I hope I got some strong messages f rom

12 various congressional staff ers that research in these

13 off-site areas that are in FEMA's jurisdiction is not

14 something NRC should submit. And we choped that out of our

15 budget.
.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I see. Okay. So it is

17 more because --

18 MR. MINOGUE: And they read that as they chose to.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Ckay.

20 MR. MINOGUE: Whether that will be done or not, I

21 prefer to pass that question. I will leave that to your

22 j udgment.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay. We have taken it out

24 o f o budget because of congressional expressions that it

25 is inappropria te f or us to be doing it.
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1 MR. MINOGUE: I got that message loud and clear.

~
'

2 COMNISSIONER BRADFORD: What tre the consequences

'

3 of not doing it?

4 MR. MINOGUE: I think in terms of our

5 decisionmaking, not serious, because if you need to deal

6 with the emergency planning capabilities in the context of

7 risk assessment, that we could do. But we do that in a

8 different decision unit.

9 So it would really be things that related more to

10 what local jurisdictions ought to do or, you know, what

11 state governments should do. And I did not feel the way the

12 caveats were presented to us that anyoody precluded our

13 doing work that was important to judge regulatory actions

14 tha t we migh t have to take.

15 Now, I cannot answer those on research off the top

16 of my head. It was related to off-site response by local,

17 jurisdictions. It is not licensee stuff.

18 MR. SCHOGGINS: There have been some studies

19 planned that I just discussed with EMA about assessing the

20 interrelations between the licensee and the various local

21 and state governments, things of this sort. There is somes

22 other stuff that was looked into a f ar as radiological

23 monitoring to support somebody.

24 3R. MINOGUE: Mrs. Boggs raised that question to

25 me, and when I pointed out that it had been coordinated with
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] 1 FEMA, that did not seem to cut much ice. We did coordinate

2 with FEM A. It is in FEMA's area.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Does FEMA have money inp-
4 this budget to do this kind of work?

5 MR. MINOGUE: Not to my knowledge.

6 MR. SCROGGINS: FEMA's whole research budget was

7 zero in the FY '82 appropriations process.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is 1.t work that we in our

9 emergency preparedness review can see as being required in

10 order to have the plant meet the emergency preparedness

11 rule? I guess that is more of a question of Harold than you.

12 MB. DENTON: I am not familiar with that research

13 either.

14 MR. MINOGUE The answer to that question is

15 clearly "No," in the sense that this is work that would
,

16 really be aimed at augmenting FEMA's capabilities and any

17 problem the agency has in dealing with FEMA and what FEMA

18 does and does not do is not going to be resolved by rerearch.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, but I am asking a

20 dif ferent question, though, Bob. We have a rule in place
.

21 which says certain things have to be done. One of those is

22 t ha t FEMA has to say "Yes, the off-site emergency plans are

23 ade qua te. " My question really is do we see that in order

24 for FEM A to make that judgment, this is work that has to be

25 done? And I am not comfortable with the answer that, "Well,

.
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(~5 1 it is FEMA's responsibility." It may'well be FEMA's

2 responsibility.

(-
3 And I am not saying we ought to have it in our

,

4 budget. But if we see it is work that has to be done for

5 FEM A to answer that question, then I think we have to look

6 shead and see downstream someplace there will be some

7 licenses in which we will not be able to go ahead on because

8 the work has not been done.

9 And we ought to be either doing it, requesting

10 FEM A do it explicitly, or going to the Congress and saying

11 here is work that has to be done and FEMA needs to the money

12 to d o it .

13 MR. MINOGUE: I am confident it is not in tha t

14 category. And I might add I think the problems of FEMA ar a

15 lot more basic than the kind of thing we are talking about
,

16 here.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. Well, I guess if it

18 is not in that category, then it would have been a real

19 question wh y would we have ever been doing it?

20 MR. MINOGUE: We did not. .They are talking about

21 something that we redlined. I did not propose to do it. It

22 got redlined very early.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is all my questions.

24 You will get back to me with a couple of tables, I believe.<

25 MR. SCROGGINS: Yes.

.
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~I3 1 MR. MINOGUE: I have one now. It is the total

2 human f actors work, and I could just give it to you, or

r, 3 should I make copies f or the other Commissioners here? It
-

4 is a pretty s spy list. I want to emphasize that this is a

5 program we 'are right now developing with Hanauer.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, I would be delighted

7 if you would give everybody a copy. I would like a copy,

8 because I suspect I will ask you some other more detailed

9 questions on them.

10 MR. MINOGUE: Okay. Fair enough. We vill take

11 care of th a t .

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs And you ove me the

13 resources for INREP and IREP.

14 MR. MINOGUE: Yes, sir.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Okay. Thank you, John.

18 Lookino ahead to other areas, I find I have fewer

17 questions f or NMSS than I have for NRR. And perhaps that

18 might be true of the other Commissioners. I thought maybe

19 ve might turn next to NMSS nd then pick up NRR after we

20 have covered these questions..

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is fine. In fact, I

22 have no questions for NMSS.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I only have two basic

24 ones. There may be other follovup. Well, let me read it as

25 it is stated here, and I will expand if we need to.
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( 1 What are the plans for coping with the time frame
|,

,

|

.

2 between the mid-1980s when spent-fuel storage capacity'is j
,

(~1 3 presumed to have run out in the year 2000, when a repository

4 vill be completed and ready to-accept vaste?

5 I as making some assumptions that in a time f rame

6 '86 '87, we are going to fill up the spent-fuel HERAC

7 f acilities and that we will have some place, some

8 repository, in the year 2000, and in between there is a-

9 considerable gap. And I was wondering what you foresee that

10 we have to do?

11 53. DAVIS: From the standpoint of what NBC must

12 do as opposed to what the industry must do, we.have in place

13 approximately two, which is for fuel stored away from the

14 reactor coolants. And we a re scheduled, in the budget which

15 you have before you, we do have resources in anticipation of
,

16 applications for such storage.

17 In addition, we have before us now or will soon

18 have, we have indications from at least two firms to come in'

19 for topical reports for dry storage, casks which could be

20 placed on site.

21 But in general, we have our regulation in place,

22 and I at staffed in the forecast of this budget, to handle

23 AFB applications. The first that we would probably see, as

24 we understand, would probably be for TVA.

25' CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: For what?

.
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(~) 1 NR. DAVIS: For TVA. But from th e regula tory

2 standpoint, we believe we are ready. Now, from the

r- 3 industry 's standpoint, we are as uncertain about what the
s

4 industry will do as everyone else is, whether the DOE will

5 nove _ forward or whether Congress will direct DOE to move

6 forward or whether it will not, and whether the private

7 industry will have to react to this.

8 As I believe we discussed, we foresee the first

9 needs about the te rm '86. But that includes some

10 assumptions, which, if the industry reacts to could be

11 extended somewhat. For example, the '86 need does not.

12 assume PIN compsetion. The '86 need does assume full core

13 reserve. So there are two areas The '86 need does not
J

14 assume transfer between reactors or transfer between site

15 f acilities.
.

16 So we believe tha t f rom the regulatory position

17 that we are able to handle whatever industry may decide.

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD Do we require full core

19 reserve, John?

20 MR. DAVIS: That is really NRE's position, and I

21 think it is not a requirement, but I believe it is believed

22 to be ad visable , as I understand it, for operational

23 flexibility . .

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is not a license

25 condition.
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'l 1 MR. DAVIS: No, it is not a requirement, as such,

2 but is for flexibility of operation of plant, as I

/^ 3 understand it.

4 CHAIBHAN PALLADINO: Well, while we say that is

5 what you have described is our regulatory responsibility,

6 yet we are the ones who are going to be faced in 1986 or

7 thereabouts with a plant coming along and saying, "I don't

8 have any place to put my spent f uel," and we are going to bes

9 f aced with, "Well," we say, " shut down."
'

10 And I have gotten into discussions and informal

11 talks with Congressmen, and they'do not quite let me want to

12 be off the hook by saying, "Well, you have done your

13 regulatory job."

14 What more should we be doing?

15 MR. DAVISs Well, Nr. Chairman, I guess the

18 agency, if it desired to take an advocacy position of some

17 type, which we have not yet formulated, and say, " Industry,2

18 you had better be well aware that on such and such a day

19 such and such a plant is going to shut down unless you do

20 something about it about four years ahead of that plant

21 shutting down."

22 But I do not see how we as regulators could make

23 industry solve their problems. We can point out that there

24 are problems. We can point out th a t we do have the

25 regulatory framework ready to accept whatever decision they
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(~) 1 make. But I do not know how we force them to react to the

2 problems.
,

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The two underlying-

4 real-life problems are if it 's going to be an
'

5 industry-developed AFR, it runs into exactly the kinds of

6 problems that the waste repositories are running into, what

7 state is going to be villing to allow an AFR to be built?

8 If it is not industry-developed and

9 government-developed, then it brings back into the problem

10 which it has just run into, and that is a sizeable

11 government investment. And the administration projects just

12 does not seem willing to put up that kind of money. Those

13 are the two undelying key problems.

14 NB.-DAVIS: I might say there is a great deal of

15 interest, as we understand it, on the dry storage, which

16 perhaps could be accommodated on the reactor site and might

17 avoid some of the institutional pressures.

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Can I ask a question on

19 tha t? Do you have, doe the NRC have, confidence in our

20 Part 70, Part 72, that if a utility came in with a dry

21 storage cask, say, the German cask or the one that DOE has

22 built, that we have enough information and understanding of

23 its behavior and we have whatever is the appropriate

24 environmental review, impact statement on it, that we could
4

25 take a lif e-of-plant storage proposal?
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V]j 1 MR. DAVIS: We are in the process right now of

2 developing a reg guide that will expand some issues in this |
l
!e 3 particular area. We believe Part 72 has the proper

,

4 framework. From the standpoint of the technical review, we

5 see these as similar to casks to move.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEa What I am concerned about

7 is that if the picture that the chairman has just painted

8 and which many people see a s being a real possibility comes

9 true, a number of plants are going to be, I think, thinking

10 very seriously about proposing 10 , 20-year storage in casks

11 on site, which is not auch diff erent than a life-of-plant

12 storage proposal.

13 And it was not clear to me that we were prepared

14 from our technical review position to accept that.

15 MR. DAVISa Part 72 envisions a 20-year license,

i 18 as you know, subject to renewal, which takes it to 40 years,

17 which takes it to --

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, but we have just seen

19 all of the dif ficulty we had in addressing a proposal'to do

20 lif e-of-plan t to do more than a few-years' storage of-

21 low-level waste.

22 MR. DAVIS: That is right.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And it was not clear to me

24 that we were, therefore, in really good shape to do

25 long-term high-level vaste storage.
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'), 1 MR. DAVIS: Well, we think we are in shape for 20

*2 years, anyway.

e- 3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I see. So you do not

.-

4 believe that there are additional resources that have to be

5 applied either f rom NMSS contractual support or NMSS tasking -

6 and research to get us prepared for the technical review of

7 a life-of-plant proposal for dry-surface service storage of

8 spent fuel?
.

9 HR. DAVIS: Well, I will have to check. My

10 impression is 'that vs believe that in the budget that you

11 are considering now that we have resources for that.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What could compaction do for

13 us if it were implemented at the plants where they have the

14 aost limited? How much time would that add?

15 NR. DAVIS: As I understand it, for BWR fuels, it
.

16 about doubles the capacity.

17 CH AIRMAN P ALLADINO: Which ones?

18 NR. DAVIS: BWR.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: "B" as in " boy"?

20 ER. DAVIS: That's right. With regard to

21 pressurizei, it is somewhat more than doubling. However,

22 this is not a simple matter. Also, I understand there are

23 frequent structural questions with regard to reracking, for

24 pro tection. So what I am saying is we really do not knov

25 the amount of years that you would.get, nor do we know which
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/~ '' 1 reactor would choose to do it.

'

2 COHNISSIONER AHEARNT: We at the present time only

3 have one request in for that?
,

4 HR. DAVISa Yes.

5 CHAIREAN PALLADINO: Do you think that is likely,,

6 to prove a popular way of going?

7 ER. DENTON: Hany licensees have exhausted the
'

8 first three ways of trying to rack one on top of the others

9 or put the racks closer together or forcing the system in

10 compacting racks. And this is about the last step that can

11 be chosen. And so I think a lot of people are wa tching this

12 one application that is before us and are moving and will be

13 going that way if no movement occurs on the AFR route.

14 MR. DAVIS: I think that route and dry storage on

15 cite and costing them out will perhaps be the way the

16 industry will go.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You do not see the need for

18 some kind of additional generic environmental impact

19 statement to cover lif e-of-plant dry storage?g

20 MR. DAVIS: I will check that out, Mr. Ahearne.

21 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO I have got another question.

22 If the administration makes a decision to strongly support

23 reprocessing and the use of plutonium-bearing fuels, what

24 impact do you see that having on the NBC?

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE You mean recycling
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1 light-wster resctors?

2- CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Either way. Let us take it

3 in two steps: recycling of light-water reactors, and if we

4 go toward the breeder for commercial.

5 MR. DAVIS: We would see first, as we understand

6 it, a gas mode or some form of gas mode would have to be

7 com pleted. And then beyond that, of course, once that is

8 out of the way, we would have to move into whatever

9 resources are necessar y to license such a plant, a

10 reprocessing plant.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Would you have to complete

12 GESMO if the decision were only to go to breeder?

13 MR. DAVIS: Only to go to breeder? Somebody would

14 have to do an impact statement on it.

15 MR. DIRCKS: Well, if you go to the breeder and
.

16 you go to a breeder program -- I mean more than Clinch

17 River; you go to a large-scale breeder -- you are going to

18 have to find fuel for that breeder somewhere.

19 If it is a sing 1 plant to provide fuel for that

20 breeder and is not tied to the widescale use of breeders or

21 widescale commercial processing, it might be that you could

22 just do the impact statemen t on a single plan. Or you could

23 wrap it into that question cf the breeder itself.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was not familiar with what

25 happened on the last GESMO hearings.

,
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1 MR. DIRCKS4 That was a resource-eater.

2 CHAIR, MAN PALLADINO: What was that?'

3 MR. DIRCKS4 That was a resource-eater of

4 unimaginalle proportion, and it just sucked up resources,

5 and it came to an inconsequential end. We did not get too

6 f ar.

7 COMMISSIONER BR ADFORD: Is what you are asking

8'what end did it come to?

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO What were we trying to do?

10 How far did we get?

11 MR. DIRCKS: We know that.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: what does it portend for

13 any action for us and any action that the administration

14 might taket

15 MR. DIRCKSa Well, maybe Len can explain the
.

16 realities of where we stood on the GESMO.

17 MR. BICKWIT There was a rulemaking action, a

18 hybrid rulemaking action, in which first comments were

19 submitted and af ter the comment stage it was proposed that

20 there would be some kind of board examination of the matter,

21 questions being put by the board to the various parties.

22 CETIRMAN PALLADINO: Did it start off with a

23 proposed rule?

24 MB. BICKWIT That is righ t.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It was for the use in
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I
2

'

1 light-wa ter reacto rs.

2
. MR. BICKWIT: The first stage was completed. By

3 the time things got to the second stage, as I understand it,
7

4 ve had a requqest from the administration to stop the

5 proceeding, and the Commission abided by that request.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That was some document,

7 though.

8 HR. BICKWIT: No final rules.

9 CHA*RMAN PALLADINO: But what was the second

to step? The heacings?

11 MR. BICKWITs The second step was to have the

12 hearings and to put questions to the parties, and that

13 either never started at all or was cut off right at the

14 taginning.

15 HR. RATHBUN There was a draft environmental

te impact statement which was published by the Atomic Energy

17 Commission around 1974 And as I recall, around 1975, the

18 beginning of 1975, the CEO wrote the agency and said they

19 thought we should look at the safeguards questions.
,

20 Subsequently, the new Commission published a final

2e environmental impset statement on health and safety matters,

22 and the Commission brought together a five-person panel

23 which conducted hearings on this final environmen tal impact

24 statemer.c on health and saf ety matters, not on safeguards.

25 On a separate track, the staf f was working on a
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() 1 draf t, so-called, safeguards supplement. The proceedings

2 stopped before, as I recall, the safeguards supplement was

r, 3 acuually published . And that was taken up by the GESMO
'

r /'

4 panel.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO If we have to get involved in

6 that kind of activity, would our present budget --

7 MR. DIRCKSa It is not included at all. We made

8 an estimate of it.

9 MR. DAVIS 4 If we did just what we call

10 light-water, the first year we estimate six staff-years,

11 s 4cond year 20, third year 20, fourth year 17.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: This is just to?

13 MR. DAVIS: Upda te the light-wa ter. To go breeder

14 flest year, 48 --

4

15 CHAIRMAN PALL 7 DIN 0s Could I get that light-water

16 set of numbers again?
,

17 MR. DAVIS: I wo ald be glad to give you a copy of

18 t hi s .

19 COMMISSIONER AHEAhNE4 But with the breeder

20 included?
I21 MR. DAVIS 4 The breeder includeda The first year

22 -- these have been banged around a bit -- 48, second year

|
23 56, third year 53. And the contractual support varies from

24 $ 14 million through about $ 23 million.,

|

25 We can get that from Research.
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(^) 1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You seem to go more years'

2 with the light-water than with your breeders.

3 MR. DAVIS: We did not extend it.,~,

4 COMMISSIONEB BRADFORDa John, wha t is tha t breeder

5 number? That is just for the impact statement only?

8 MR. DAVIS: That is for the equivalent of GESNO.

7 Now, you know, GESMO --

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Generic breeder

9 environmental impact statement?

10 MR. C3RNELL: The last time around, the Commission

11 decided to limit the scope of GESMO to the fuel and

12 light-water react:".s and in the analyses to specifically

13 write out the breeder. And there was a concern at the time

14 that in the NEPA-style cost-benefit analysis, that somehow

15 the breeder might wind up subsidizing initiation of use of;

18 mixed oxidized fuel.

17 MR. DAVIS: Let me add that t .r numbers are

18 somewhat sof t.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s I appreciate that.

20 Tnose are the only questions I have for NMSS.
-

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I do not have any.
'

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I just have a couple. I

23 had asked previously in the Department of Transportation
,

24 regulations. In a July 20th answer from John Evans, which !

25 the other Commission offices got copies, he said tha t DOT

I
.
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''
I has recencly expressed to DOE an intention to require NRC

2 certification of all DOE containers.
'

3 MR. DAVISa Let me say that DOE and DOT are

4 talking about this.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEa And he went on to say that

6 if this were to happen, it would severely impact the
f

7 casework bscklog in the transportation safety decision unit.

8 Now, does " severely impact" mean t at if that were

9 to happen, you would need some sizeable number of additional

10 people.7

11 HR. DAVIS What it would mean is that we would
,

12 have to either -- what we would be concerned about is that

13 DOE at the preseo 'cime is doing most of the moves of

14 ma terial. So consequently, rather than delay their

15 movemen t , then those DOE applications which we have -- which
.

16 are really not applications; they are sent in for our
,

' we would have to move those up in our17 advisory review --

18 prioritization, which means other things would slide.

19 Now, we could adjust around, but it is about six

20 man-years of backlog is wha t it would mean.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEa And when do you expect the
f

22 decision will be made by DOT whether or not they are going
;

23 to require -- I gather tr is something that is entirely up'

24 to DOT to decide?

25 MR. DAVIS As far as I know now, DOT will

i

l
'
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.

( ~' 1 ultimately have to decide, but it is in negotiation right

2 now with DOE. I do not know when those negotiations would

3 be over.,

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay. I gather that you do

5 not at the moment believe we should include staff years in

6 the budget to cover that contingency?

7 MRe DAVIS: No, sir. If this comes very soon, we

8 are , in the budget, particularly in the radicisotsAe area,

9 we have some, we hope, efficiency things underway in where

10 ve hope to gain some efficiencies in years -- maybe not six

11 -- but absorb those and then readjust out into the '84 '85

12 time schedule, not to need the total of six.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In the f uel cycle decision

14 unit, in '81 You had 1.5 staff-years devoted to technical

15 support for development of NUREG guides.
.

16 MR. DAVIS: Right, sir.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tha t is zeroed out in '82,

18 ' 83, and '84. Is that because all of those guides will have

19 been developed or it is of lower priority?

20 MR. DAVIS: It is because of priorities. What we

21 would do instead -- of course, that is our view of the

22 guides which was developed by Research -- and so we will cut

23 back, in essence, zero our review of those guides and ride

24 on their technical review.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Okay. The final question
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I

/" N 1 In the MCEA area there was an increase of six staff-years in |
|
'

2 '80 and '81 as a result of congressional requirement. It

3 was eliminated in FY '82 and is not in the F1 '82 or the FY
4 '83 or '84 budget.*

5 Has this been done with interaction with the
6 appropriate congressional committee that had put it in? In

7 other wordd, when we eliminate those six in '82, is that

8 going to be something that the congres-ional committee that

9 put it in knows about and uaderstands we are doing it? Or

10 vill they be very surprised?

11 MR. DAVIS: The six were an add-on to our budget,

12 a s you a re a wa re.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

'

. 14 MR. DAVISa And we were directed to use them for

15 very specific things.
.

16 00MMISSIONER AHEARNEa Right.
.

17 MR. DAVIS: We used th'em for those very specific

18 things. Ihe two steas in which they were to be used are

19 transportation and MCE A, which has been an association of

20 ref ormed smendments are well along the way. So we believe

21 tha t the resources we have to do that now, we can fulfill

22 what our commitments are.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess that I think your

24 caveat that we really ought to talk to OCA just to make sure

25 tha t the congressional committee that put them in knows what
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' f{t - 1 ve are doing. I am not saying that we need their approval,

2 but I think it would just be a smoother way of operating
,

3 than for them to suddenly find out about it.
, !h

4 MR. DAVIS Dr. Gilinsky.

5- COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Unless you have questions

6 for me.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINOs Well, we come next to NRR,
>

8 and I am not sure we are going to get done this evening, as

9 a matter of f act. I have already made tentative conclusions

10 that we will go over tomorrow on discussions and questions

11 rather than try to rush it, because I think this is an

12 important area, and we will defer our closed session, or

13 whatevers the closed or open has to be determined. But we
,

14 are planning to go into a closed session, if it looks legal

15 on mark-up, and that would probably come next week.'

.

1e COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Could I ask one thing of
q

! 17 NMSS? I think it is of NHSS. Where do we stand with ISIS?

18 MR. DAVIS: Where do we stand on ISIS? We have

19 back now relooking at the concept of ISIS, starting back at
:

20 the front end and looking a t it, reexamining the information.

21 needs which have shifted somewhat, but most particularly j

22 reexamining our cost estimate for the sof tware and hardware

23 associated with this. The money basis comes out of the

~24 controller's shop, but we have manpower associated with it.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa The money is in the

.
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('. 1 controller's budget?

2 MR. CORNELL: It is in Admin.

,- 3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is that in the ADP column?

4 NR. DAVIS: Yes.

5 COMEISSIONER GILINSKY: While we are on that, why

6 is the ADP money in there? I thought that had been moved
,

7 over to NPA?

8 MB. BARRY: The ADP money is actually

9 redistributed to all of the offices. In other words, we put

: 10 together an Admin support budget in total, 546 million this
i

11 yea r,- 750 million in ' 83, by line-item such as ADP and so on.'

12 But then when we actually submit the budget to the

13 Congress, vc redistribute the Admin support budget to
.

14 everybody. We make, on the people distribution, you know,

15 the same discussion we had the other day about the admin
.

16 support assigned to the Commission office, with some

17 exceptions. In the case of ISIS and NIMIS, I then assign

18 that Admin support cost to NIMIS in their budget, because it

19 is in support of their safeguards system.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But the dollars are still
i

21 in the Admin budget?

22 MR. CORNELL: In terms of the budget that you have

23 in front of you right now, there is a line for ADP, which is
.

24 nin e .

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY 9.8 or 9.6?
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1 MR. CORNELL: ISIS and NIMIS are in there.'

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa What is NIMIS?
,

3 MR. DAVIS: The cost?
,7

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is it?

5 MR. DAVIS It is the current inf ormation system

6 that DOE runs that we use for safeguards information.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa This is the Oak Ridge
,

8 system?

9 MR. DAVIS Right.

10 MR. C3RNELL: Yes. Oak Ridge system is NIMIS.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: And ISIS is supposed to

12 replace NIMIS?

13 MB. DAVIS: Yes.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What is the amount of money

15 you have in your '82 budget and in your '83 budget for ISIS?
.

MR. BARRYa In the '82 budget currently for ISIS16 .

17 we have $1.5 million. In the '83 budget we have $800,000.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is this contingency money

19 or what?

20 MR. BARRY: This is to develop ISIS. We had $1.5

21 million in '81, of shich we have used about $300,000. And

22 $1.2 million went to reprogramming recently for Mr. Denton.

23 And in '82 we had another $1.5 million because the original

24 scheme on ISIS was to make ISIS operational about '84 and

25 then do away with NIMIS. That has been changed.
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1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa I thought John said you'
)

2 were taking another look at te whole question?

3 MR. BARRY That is correct. Tha t is the reasor
,

4 th '83 budget is no longer $1.5 million, it is $800,000.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa The assumption there is

6 what? That you will have developed the system?

7 MR. BARRYs That we will be developing the system

8 in '82 and '83.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa What is it going to cost

10 to develop the system altogether?

11 MR. BARRYa We really do not know yet.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Round numbers?

13 MR. BARRY: At one time it was oing to cost about
4

14 $6.5 million under the originel scope to de velop it. But

15 now he is taking another look at it.
.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY What does this do that the

17 other system does not do?

18 MR. DAVIS: Which one? ISIS?

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs We are using NIMIS; right ?

20 MR. DAVIS: We are using NIMIS.

21 MR. BARRY: In '81 it is 51.2 million; .n '82 it

22 will be $1.5 million s '83, $1.6 million; '84, $1.S million.

23 MR. DT,RCKS: NIMIS, we have to keep paying anyway

24 because that is supplying data into the system. ISIS goes

25 back so many years now, 1975, when the Commission indicated

.

i
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1 that it was dissatisfied with the production of information
(~}

2 on materials in inventory and n transit, and we tried to

3 then establish a system that would give us morery

4 instantaneous data and more complete data and track the

5 material more closely.

6 Of course, that was based on the assumption * hat

7 there would be a growing industry and also a possibility

8 that plutonium recycle would come along and we would have a

9 much more elaborate need for a system.

10 What we are finding now is the amount of material

11 in transit is steady, if declining; we have fewer

12 f acilities; it is possible to live with the NIMIS system and

13 not move into the ISIS.

14 I think if you talk about a growth industry and if

15 plutonium recycle came into -- reprocessing came in to

16 business, if you got a breeder economy going, we would have

17 to go back and look at something like ISIS. But right now,

18 it just would not pay us to go into it; we will bear with

19 the problems in the NIMIS system. NIMIS has its problems

20 and had its problems when I was over there.
|

21 MR. DAVIS: NIMIS has its problems. It is slow.

22 MR. DIRCKS4 It is slow. We ha ve to tie into th e

23 system. We were on the waiting line for data. We did not

24 get it when we wanted to. We discussed all of these

25 problems with DOE. They have tried to upgrade it. But

|

i

i
|

|
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I'T - 1 still, it' is not designed f or our needs. It is designed for

2 their needs. We are a user of their system and not a

("* 3 predominant user.

4 MR. BARRY: One of the major problems is its

5 primary user is the military applications systems and it is

6 very highly classified, and we are simply a little piece of

71t.
~

I

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What fixes the amount of

9 our contribution?

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: DOE fixes it.
i

| 11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is it the amount of time?
i

| 12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE The cost keeps going up. A

!

13 couple of years ago there was a decision that all government

14 agency users would La charged a so-called f air share of the

; 15 overhead.
*

|

18 MR. BARRY: That really pushed it up.

17 MR. DAVIS: One thing we are really looking at nov
~

| 18 is there is a cheape r -- we would prefer using the word
|

19 " ISIS" since the concept has changed so much -- so that it

20 v111 'be cheaper for us to bacx out o,f DOE.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: If yoti did go to another

would tha t completely replace NIMIS?22 systeme

23 MR. DAVIS: That in what we are looking ats Can

24 we replace it and back out of that $1.5 million or whatever

25 it might be, to find it cheaper and something developed for

.

.
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('. 1 our needs. But be are still negotiating with DOE.
;

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But you are looking at the .

3 ;Iuestion ?
, . .

~

4 HR. DAVIS: Yes.
-

5 COMMISSIOLSR GILINSKY I migh t return to this

6 question of operators we talked about a little bit and

7 understand better just what it is we are going to be doing

8 once a year and what can be done less of ten and what makes

9 sense.

10 And also, I have to say I saw a story in one of

11 the weeklies, I think it was written by Joan Danner, that ,

12 quotes Steve Hanauer saying, " Yeah, the Commission said that

13 ve ought to go out other government agencies and get some

14 expertise on operator qualifications. But that is not going

15 to work; that is not going to happen." I hope that is not
,

i 16 right.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tha t it a s not right or

18 the.t he said that?
J

19 COSMISSIONER GILINSKY: If, in fact, we cannot get

i
20 the expertise f rom those ggencies, ve ought to quickly do

21 something else.

22 HR. DENION: I do not rem' amber the context. We

23 are setting up a peer review panel to revie w all of the

24 alternatives that are before the CCmmission on operator

25 qualifications. And that will include representatives from

i
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r~i 1 the Navy and aviation industry and so forth. So I expect

2 that will work. I have forgotten the context in which you
.

3 were . referring to.s

~

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, anyway, if that is

5 on track --

6 3R. DIRCKS Well, you remember the last time we

p 7 det on that and you vere teld to go back and form up this

8 peer panel, get some proposals f rom the industry to see Laat

9 they had to say, and that panel was -- at least I c aess tha t

10 it is on my desk back there to send down to the Commission

11 -- includes Navy, NASA, Air Force, FAA, a whole range of

12 people, including representatives of the various uaions that

13 may be called on, the Airlines Pilots Association.
i

14 HR. DENTON: They may have been trying to prejudge
,

15 the outcome or something.
- -

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Well, he said something

17 lik e , "These people were busy. They may have been."

18 MR. DENTON Well, we will do our best to get

19 peo ple on.

20 HR. DIRCKS Well, he might have been busy. I

21 think what he was saying is tnat if we really want these ;

22 topflight people, it is going to be difficult to get them te

23 come to meetings at such a schedule as to meet the target

24 date as I think the Commission might have given us, that |

j25 what he might be trying to soften us ull up for is can we

I
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1 give him a bit of an extension on the time that they want to

2 report. And we will include that little bit * in the paper

, 3 coming down.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Can you just return to the

5 business of what we do in one year and what we do or plan to
1

6 do in five years and once every five years and does that

7 make sense or should we be looking for alternatives ?

8 MR. DENTON: We originally were looking at ,what
:

9 would the resources be to fully meet the Commission's

10 previous preference that was expressed in connection, I

11 think it was, with SECY-330.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Preference is a weaker word.*

13 MB. DENTON: A decision in 330. That was a la rge

14 amount of resources for us to give the written, oral, and

I 15 simulator requalifications to every operator every year or

i
*

16 every two years -- I have f orgotten the interim -- every

17 year. And I think our projections showod there were 3400

18 licensed operators inspected in, say, '83 '84 time frame.

19 So if you multiply that by the amount of time that someone

20 would have, to spend giving these exams, you have got quite a

21 large group of people, either contract people or in-house

22 people.
.

23 I think a large part of our exams are already

24 being done by contracts, and as we try to pump more money

25 into *.his area, we end up having our best people be contract
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'' 1 officers rather than examiners.

2 So, after thinking about it, we propose just to

3 give th) simulator exams every year. We would conduct,

4 those. We would not conduct a written and oral but on 20

5 percent of the population.

-6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: let me ask you, was the

7 onece-a-year your recommendation _ that we approved, or was

8 that something we dreamed up ourselves?

9 MR. DENTON: I do not remember the origin. I

10 think at the time we were interested in not relying on their

11 requalification. We wanted to do it ourselves. And I do
a

12 not remember who proposed it first.

! 13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE I think the time period was

14 f rom NRR. And the 100 percent was from us. I think it was

15 Victor and I.

16 FR. DENTON : I think staff's present view on the

17 value of the written , oral, and simulator, they are coming

18 to see the simulator as being the area that they are more

19 interested in as opposed to going back and retesting the

20 knowledge, you know, the formula, year after year after year.
.

21 There is a certain iart of the new learntng

22 experience that goes on in the industry that these people

23 should be tested on. But the staff is more inclined to only

24 t'es t a sam ple o f th e popula tion , like th e 20 percent, or you

25 can go to.10 percent or some other number. We have no magic
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e m. I number on the 20.
./

2 But we though t tha t the simulator one is something
,

3 that could be accommodated within our budget restraints.
,

"

4 There are about 7C0 shifts of operators we envision in the

5 '83 '84 time frame. And apparently, it takes us about two

6 examiner-days to examine a shift. So there are some 1400

7 examiner-days required, and there would be a certain number*

4

8 of simulators. So we would have to spend a month or two at

9 each simulator, spread out over some interval, giving these

10 exams on the simulators, and you give it to a shift at a

11 time and make sure they understand how to cepe with events.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What is the people swing

13 between 20 percent that I gather your budget is based on,

14 and 100 percent? How many more people would it have

15 required?
.

16 MR. DENTON: Let me a sk Jesse , who may have that

17 handy.

18 MR. FUNCHES: When we put the budget together, we

19 required $1.6 million in FY '83. We did not anticipate we

20 could recruit additional people. If you and I recruit that

21 number into additional people, it would be on the order of

22 17 professional staff plus overhead, so you are talking

23 about on the order of 25 additional people.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE $1.6 million, 51.7 million?

25 MR. DENTON: At the moment, we have been trying to |
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r 1 get people in this area. I think we are shooting f or about

215 in headquarters' in the way of examiners. We have got

3 about two offers in our Chicago regional office that are due,e

L .- -

4 to report in. We have got 25 part-time license examiners.

5 We have got about seven or nine or six at Oak Ridge. We

6 have got PEL trying to qualify a group, and we have got ICL

7 trying to qualify a group.

8 So we are having to go out to other examiners to

9 conduct even a large part of today's program, which is for

10 new licensees. And as we have been trying to staff up to do

11 the requals, we are looking for more innovative ways to do

12 this.

13 MR. DIRCKSa .Likt the check pilot approach. But I.

14 think it is interesting, and I just heard about this the

is other da y. We got applica tions in f rom something like 200

16 people for the examiner jobs. 100 interviewed. Offers were

17 sen t out to 5 0,. And we got two acceptances.
,

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How long a time lapse*

19 between their applying and the offers going out?

3 20 MR DIRCKS: No, you can't hang this one on

21 Personnel.

22 COMNISSIONER AHEARFE: I am not hanging this one

23 on Personnel . Roughly how long a time lag?

24 MR. DENION: All of these interviews, I think,

25 were done in Chicago, and I think it was in a couple-mon ths '
|

J
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1 time frame from the time we tried to get people there to

2 interview' and get off. It was not one of these six-months'

3 things.s

4 MR. DIRCKS: They were not left out on a limb with

5 uncertainty, and they just would ndt take the job. And the

6 basic reason they required tri/e1 30 or 40 percent of the

7 time, and no one of that caliber is going to put up with

8 that sort of situation.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But they applied f or jobs.

10 MR. DIRCKSs I think it became evident -- I do not

.

11 think-it was quite clear in their minds until the job was
!

12 explained to that person how much travel would be required.

13 I do not think any of us realizes what the job entails until
<

14 you get pretty close to it, and then you want to turn around

15 and walk off.
,

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask a follow-up

17 question ? When you talked about $1.6 million to, I presume,

18 do contract, is that money for contracts? Is this contracts

19 to organizations or to 2ndividuals?

; 20 MR. DENTON: Both. At the moment, we have, I-

21 think, 25 individual part-time examiners. A lot of those

22 are individual service contracts. Then recently, we have

23 gone to contracts 'ith Oak didge Lab and PEL and ICL, which

24 are with those DOF institutions.'

25 Cl! AIRMAN PALLADINO But then do you approve if it
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'~' 1 is with an organization, do you approve the examiners?

2 HR. DENTON: Oh, yes.,And we send them to a

'~ 3 training school, and we know *ieir scores on exams and
,

4 simulators.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is what I was wondering

6 about, if there is an organization, how do you control the

7 examiners? ,

8 MR. DENTON: We have good controls on that.

9 CONHISSIONER AHEARNE: So whoever is an examiner

to is individually approved by the NRC independent of the

11 routes they came?

12 MR. DENTON: That is exactly right. I think we

13 are getting at the moment the equivalent of 41 professional
,

14 staff-years for the a~ount that we are involved in. As new

15 plants are coming in, they have the whole crews to be

16 examined . GQ 4t the moment we are having to run a t top

17 speed just to keep up with the new licensing and replacement

18 of people who are dropping out of the program, and then th e

19 requal program is an additional increment on top of that.
1

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I gather you have confidence,

21 though, or you must have some confidence in the training

22 programs and the inspections that the licensees do on their

23 own, which I gather is every year?

24 MR. DENTON: As we talked the other day, you find

25 some examples where the licensee's program fell down. I

:
|
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1 have had a chance to look into that case that you mentioned'

2 of Diablo. Apparently,,there were a couple of facets of

3 tha t, they did much better on those areas that I called

' 4 " pre-TMI areas" than they did on the new areas that we

' examined, where'some people who flunked flunked b;.cause of

6 the new TMI areas that we examined.

7 So that showed some lack of emphasis in their

8 training program on areas that we have emphasized since

9 TMI . You may recall that we used to grade people on the

to average of across the board in which we take all of the

11 areas that we tested them and if they made a certain score,

12 they passed. Ncw, they have to make at least 70 in each

13 area, and if in any area they fall below 70, they do not
i

14 pass regardless of what they may do in some other areas.

15 So the failings were in the new TMI areas. It has
.

16 gone from about a 10 percent f ailure rate pre-TMI to about a

17 30 percent failure rate since TMI.

18 CHAIRMAN PALlADINO: Across the board?

19 58. DENTON: Across the board.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE Is tha t, to a large extent,

21 driven by going to he must pass every area?
-

.

22 MR. DENTON: At least in this case I looked at. I

23 do not know about the others.

-

24 And I guess in order to answer your question

25 specifically, I think this 100 percent training of

a

l
!
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' I simulators, the staff recommendation would be that is the
-

2 most valuable part of observing the operators under actual

3 conditions, and tha t the 20 percent audit for written and
'

4 orals would be a satisf actory check on that part of the

5 requal program.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is the result of a

7 simulator (xan? Does the entire team qualify, or could some

8 of the members be requalified and others no t?

9 MR. DENTON: 'de take everyone that is on that

10 shif t, and we have two examiners who watch differentt

11 individuals' performance. So it qualifies that shift, but

12 it is also qualifying those individuals on the shift.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Have you gone through those

14 simulator reviews already?

15 MR. DENTON: On some new license applications.
.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Has any shift failed?

17 MR. DENION: I do not kr.ow. I just do not happen

18 to know tha t data.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I did not fully understand

20 whether a shif t fails or an individual f ails.

21 MR. DENTON: I think either could happen. But one
1

22 of the reasons for having two observers watch that shif t is |
1

23 so that the observers split up the workload to watch the

24 individual s ' performance as well as watching the shif t.

25 The licenses are really based on the individual.
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r'y 1 So you want To watch them do their part of the to tal . We

2 are licensing individuals, not shif ts.

- 3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs If someone were to fail,
,

!

4 would ' he be identified? I guess it is not clear to me.

5 MR. DENTON: I went to shift only to describe the

6 looistics.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No; I understand that.

8 But then what is the outcome? Do you write a report and you

9 say --

to MR. DEf?ON: Well, he does not get a license. In
a

11 other words, he has to pass and he has te --

4

12 COMMISSIONER GILI!1KY: I see.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But you have said about 30

14 percent of the people have failed, at least so far.

15 MR. DENTON: Since TMI.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Has any failure been

17 attributed to f ailure on simula tor?

18 MR. DENION: I do not know; I will have to check.

1e COMMISSIONER AREARNE: Because that gets back -- I

20 am just puzzled about it.

21 CONFISSIONER GILINSKY: And then what do we do if

22 we decide an individual has not performed satisfactorily?

23 Does he go back into another group or what?

24 MR. DENTON: No different than if he fails now. I
'

25 vill have to get down to the branch to go into specifics.
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/'' 1 He is allowed a certain amount of times we would retest him

2 and then if he f ails that I think he automatically has to
.

gm, 3 recycle the program sgain.
_

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Suppose he passed all the4

5 others and we are just talking about the simulator.

6 MR. DENTON: I think he is given a certain amount

7 of time to prepare for a second test.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: On the simulator?

9 MR. DENTON: Yes. But I do not really know that

10 detail today, and I will have to answer that 'later.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 Because conceivably that

12 would then mean that if an individual f ailed, would tha t

13 whole shif t have to come back?
,

14 MR. DENION: No, no, no. 1; is just the
'

15 individual.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I wonder if you could

17 ever get to the whole shif t f ails and all'the individuals

18 pass?

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I do not know if it is

20 worth pursuing in this context, but it seems to me it raises

21 questions, among other things, of just fairness. It depends

22 a great deal on what group.

23 ER. DENTON: But in the simulator tie operators

24 have specific funct ions. The SB0s have jobs; the R0s do

25 have. You need a shift to run a simulator. They are judged
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1 on how well they do their part of the procedure and if they

,

2 know what they are doing.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It sounds like the old test
.

4 for SAC crews where the whole crew passed or failed.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But here we are licensing

8 inditiduais.

7 Well, I see our appointed hour has arrived.'

8 Tomorrow I thint we ought to continue with NRR, because I

9 know each of the Commissioners has a number of questions,

10 and we will put of f our mark-up session.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And to alert you tomorrow,

12 Bill, I will also have just a few questions to ask you in
,

13 the area of tne controller's office and Aduiin and PA, state
i

14 pro grams.
,

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Thank you all for coming. We
.

18 vill stand adjourned.

17 (Whereupon, at 4: 59 p .m . - s t:.; Commission,

18 adjourne to recon vene on Thursday, July 23, 1981.),

19

20

21

22

23
,

24

25
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TRANSMITTAL TO: Document Control Desk,
016 Phillips

,

'

ADVANCED COPY TO: O The Public Document Room

' DATE: July 23, 1981

Attached are the PDR copies of a Comt.'.ssion meeting
transcript /s/ and related meeting document /s/. They
are being forwarded for entry on the Daily Accession p

.

List and placement in the Public Document Room. No
other distribution is requested or required. Existing
DCS identification numbers are listed on the individual
documents wherever possible.

1. Transcript of: Budget Session, July 22, 1981. (1 copy)
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